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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

The Current Issue

Human participation in data management has gone from being esoteric to flourishing research area and seems headed for commercial success. One aspect of this is crowdsourcing. The explosion of interest in crowdsourcing is confirmation that the data management community recognizes two important things in our current technical environment: (1) there are questions that can sometimes be easily answered by the right people that “machines” find difficult; and (2) it is possible to bring human input into data management to exploit this human capability. The technology in back of (2) not only brings “humans into the loop” but further, makes their participation a part of the process that can be managed and even optimized. Data analytics also benefits from human (analyst) involvement with machine learning in making sense of data. This work recognizes that, as with crowd sourcing, humans working with machines can frequently produce better results than either working alone.

The current issue reflects the excitement for the field and the progress of the technology. Tova Milo served as editor for this issue and she has succeeded in bringing together many of the diverse technical threads that are undergoing such rapid evolution. I want to thank Tova for bringing this to Bulletin readers. This “snapshot in time” for the field provides a valuable resource for both young researchers thinking about pursuing this as well as for experienced researchers trying to stay abreast of the field.

TCDE Chair Election

Every two years, the Technical Committee on Data Engineering holds an election for TC chair. That election is going on now. There are two candidates running, Erich Neuhold, a past TCDE chair, and Xiaofang Zhou, current TC chair. The next paragraph is information from Brookes Little of the Computer Society explaining the mechanics of voting in this election. I would urge you to participate.

The TCDE Chair election is now open. The Chair’s term will run from January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2018. The poll will close December 22, 2016 at 5:00pm Pacific Standard Time. Before entering the poll, please take a few moments to review candidate Biosketches and Position Statements, which can be found here: http://www.computer.org/web/tandc/tcde

Please note: Only CS Members who are also TCDE Members can vote. **To cast your vote, you will need your IEEE CS Member number. To obtain a misplaced number, please visit: https://supportcenter.ieee.org/app/answers/detail/a_id/353/session/L3RpWUvMTM3NTc0NDYxM19zaWQvdXIxcVAxeGw%3D.

To ensure your TCDE membership is valid and up to date, please log in to your IEEE Web Account and check your membership status: https://www.ieee.org/profile/public/login/publiclogin.html

You may vote only one time. VOTE here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/87KPGPJ If you have trouble voting, please contact T&C Program Manager, Brookes Little (eblittle@computer.org).

Computer Society News

The proposed amendment to the IEEE constitution changing the way that the IEEE is governed was defeated. The Computer Society had joined with nine other societies in formally opposing the amendment.

The Computer Society also had an election for governing officers. The election results are at https://www.computer.org/web/election/. Hironori Kashahara was elected as “President-Elect”, an office he will hold for one year before becoming Computer Society President.

I want to thank TCDE members who voted for me as First Vice President. I am happy to report that I was elected. The vote was very close, so I am particularly grateful to those who selected me for this office.

David Lomet
Microsoft Corporation
Letter from the Special Issue Editor

Over the past years there has been a growing recognition of the increasing role of people in the data life cycle. People massively contribute data and share opinions, people also extensively analyze data and consume the derived information. In this issue, we have a slate of very interesting articles discussing the different roles of human in data management. In particular, we discuss three complementary aspects. First, we consider the role of people as crowdsourcing workers, assisting in data generation and in data-centric computation and analysis. The focus here is on devising methods for cost-effective, meaningful usage of human capabilities and knowledge. Second, we consider the role of people as data analysts. The focus here is on interactive data analysis and mining and the development of tools that facilitate such effective interaction. Finally, we consider the role of people as data consumers and acknowledge the importance of considering ethics in many aspects of data creation, access, and usage. The focus here is on finding new ways for maximizing the benefits of massive data while nevertheless safeguarding the privacy and integrity of citizens and societies.

We start with three papers that investigate different aspects of crowdsourcing. In “Toward Worker-Centric Crowdsourcing”, Amer-Yahia and Roy argue that accounting for human factors, in particular workers’ characteristics, in task assignment benefits both workers and requesters, and discuss new opportunities raised by worker-centric crowdsourcing. In the second paper, “Spatial Crowdsourcing: Challenges and Opportunities”, Chen and Shahabi consider spatial aspects of crowdsourcing, in particular those related to the usage of mobile devices and users, and discuss the challenges and opportunities related to this important setting. In “Optimizing Open-Ended Crowdsourcing: The Next Frontier in Crowdsourced Data Management”, Parameswaran, Sarma and Venkataraman examine open-ended crowdsourcing and survey existing work on formally reasoning about and optimizing this important, but relatively understudied class of crowdsourcing.

The next three papers focus on interactive data analysis. In “Interactive Data Exploration via Machine Learning Models”, Papaemmanouil, Diao, Dimitriadou and Peng examine how learning-based exploration techniques can automatically steer the user towards interesting data areas, based on relevance feedback on database samples. In “Runtime Support for Human-in-the-Loop Feature Engineering Systems”, Anderson, Antenucci and Cafarella take a closer look at feature selection for machine learning and discuss two projects that accelerate feature engineering by applying domain insights to engineer high-impact features. Finally, in “Towards a Benchmark for Interactive Data Exploration”, Eichmann, Zgraggen, Zhao, Binnig and Kraska discuss the metrics that should be used for evaluating interactive data exploration systems and present ideas towards a new benchmark that simulates typical user behavior and allows such systems to be compared in a reproducible way.

Next, in “The Values Challenge for Big Data”, Jagadish explores the characteristics of human involvement in Big Data management and proposes a research agenda to address associated challenges. Finally, we conclude by “HILDA 2016 Workshop: A Report”, by Nandi, Fekete and Binnig that overview the Human-in-the-Loop Data Analytics (HILDA) workshop, that was held in association with ACM SIGMOD 2016.

I hope that you enjoy the issue as much as I enjoyed putting it together!

Tova Milo
Tel Aviv University
Toward Worker-Centric Crowdsourcing

Sihem Amer-Yahia
Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, LIG
F-38000 Grenoble, France
sihem.amer-yahia@imag.fr

Senjuti Basu Roy
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Newark, NJ, USA
senjutib@njit.edu

Abstract

Today, crowdsourcing is used to “taskify” any job ranging from simple receipt transcription to collaborative editing, fan-subbing, and citizen science. Existing work has mainly focused on improving the processes of task assignment and task completion in a requester-centric way by optimizing for outcome quality under budget constraints. In this paper, we advocate that accounting for workers’ characteristics, i.e., human factors in task assignment and task completion benefits both workers and requesters, and discuss new opportunities raised by worker-centric crowdsourcing. This survey is based on a tutorial that was given recently at PVLDB [2].

1 A Case for Worker-Centric Crowdsourcing

As more jobs are being “taskified” and executed on crowdsourcing platforms, the role of human workers online is gaining importance. On virtual marketplaces such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, PyBossa and Crowd4U, the crowd is volatile, its arrival and departure asynchronous, and its levels of attention and accuracy diverse. Tasks differ in complexity and necessitate the participation of workers with varying degrees of expertise. As workers continue to get involved in crowdsourcing, a legitimate question is how to improve both their performance and their experience. Existing proposals have been mostly concerned with the development of requester-centric algorithms to match tasks and workers and with preemptive approaches to improve task completion. We believe that new opportunities in developing models and algorithms are yet to be explored in bridging the gap between Social Science studies and Computer Science. Naturally, understanding the characteristics of workers, here referred to as human factors, that directly impact their performance and their experience on the platform, is a necessary step toward achieving that goal. We advocate a re-focus of research in crowdsourcing on how to best leverage human factors at all stages that will widen the scope and impact of crowdsourcing and make it beneficial to both requesters and workers. Several other complementary surveys could be found in the literature [3, 6].

Common tasks such as labeling images or determining the sentiment of a piece of text, can be completed by each worker independently. These types of crowdsourcing tasks are known as micro-tasks. An emerging area of interest is collaborative crowdsourcing where workers complete a task together. Examples include fan-subbing, where workers with complementary skills collaborate to generate movie subtitles in various languages, just hours after movies are made available. Disaster reporting is another example where geographically close people with diverse and complementary skills work together to report the aftermath of an earthquake. Section 2
reviews human factors for micro-tasks and collaborative tasks in conjunction with psychology studies conducted in the 70’s in physical workplaces. It then reports on more recent empirical evaluation of human factors in virtual marketplaces. The outcome of that section is a review of existing approaches to model, acquire and learn human factors.

The two main processes that leverage human factors in virtual marketplaces are task assignment and task completion. Section 3 reviews algorithms and approaches for assigning tasks to workers and various approaches to intervene during task completion and improve overall performance. We review task assignment for both micro-tasks and collaborative tasks and draw a connection with findings in psychology. This connection brings an understanding of which factors are most likely to affect workers’ choice of tasks and their performance during task completion.

The review we provide in Section 3 naturally leads to the second half of this paper. Section 4 is dedicated to new opportunities raised by leveraging human factors in crowdsourcing. This section exposes a number of promising directions that contribute to worker-centric crowdsourcing, a paradigm shift that we believe will lead to sustainable crowdsourcing.

2 Human Factors at Work

A variety of human factors characterize workers and their environment at work. Their genesis goes back to the 70’s when “organization studies” and “work theory” were developing models to understand motivation in physical workplaces. A flagship study is that of Hackman and Oldham in 1976 whose goal was to determine which psychological states are stimulated by which job characteristics. The authors ran experiments on 658 employees in 62 heterogeneous jobs (white collar, blue collar, industry, services, urban and rural settings) in 7 organizations. The study showed that modeling extrinsic motivation such as how much a job pays, and intrinsic motivation such as whether a job provides feedback to workers, are critical for measuring workers’ psychological state and hence their satisfaction and performance in the workplace.

We gathered the most common human factors from the literature and characterized them as worker-specific, task-specific, or specific to both workers and tasks. Table 1 contains a summary of the most common factors identified in both physical and virtual marketplaces.

In practice, human factors are mostly acquired via questionnaires and qualification tests. They can also be learned from workers’ previous performance in completing tasks. We review the literature on modeling and acquiring human factors.

2.1 Worker-Specific Human Factors

In this subsection, we discuss the human factors that are related to workers. Only Skill and Reputation/Trust are discussed because Expected Pay is acquired directly from workers via a questionnaire, and Acceptance Ratio is computed as a proportion of tasks for which the worker’s contribution has been accepted (out of all tasks the worker completed).
2.1.1 Skill and Reputation/Trust

Existing research has investigated the skill and trust estimation problem in several ways, primarily in the context of micro-tasks. For example, for labeling tasks, a probabilistic model was proposed to infer the true label of each image, the expertise of each labeler, and the difficulty level of each task [44]. For annotation tasks, Bayesian solutions were used to iteratively establish and refine a particular golden standard, measure the performance of annotators with respect to that standard, or eliminate spammers [34, 35]. For the same kind of tasks, a more recent work focused on determining worker confidence intervals and worker error rates [20]. A follow-up work [21] designed solutions for the case where not all workers have attempted every task, tasks have non-Boolean responses, and workers have different biases for making false positive and false negative errors for Boolean tasks. Additional work focused on the problem of identifying workers who systematically disagree both with the majority and with the rest of co-workers [41, 42].

In contrast to micro-tasks, there exists only one effort in estimating human factors in team-based tasks [33]. In that work, skill estimation is based on modeling task quality as an aggregation of individual worker skills and their collaboration effectiveness, and on solving an optimization problem under different skill aggregation functions, sum, max, and min. The optimization problem reverse-engineers worker skills and collaboration effectiveness from observed outcome quality.

2.2 Task-Specific Human Factors

In this subsection, we describe human factors that are pertinent to tasks, namely Feedback and Incentives. Skill Variety represents the number of different skills a task requires from a worker. Task Identity represents whether a task is part of a bigger task or not. Task Autonomy indicates if a worker depends on others. Expected Quality, Desired Expertise and Budget are used to set a minimum threshold on workers’ contributions.

2.2.1 Feedback

The importance of task feedback is studied in CrowdFlower [4]. It was shown that both immediate and long-term feedback helps to improve the quality of completed tasks. This study also indicates that workers expect they should be provided with a meaningful explanation of why their work is rejected, or in case their work is accepted, they expect reasonable turnaround time between submitting the work and receiving payment for it.

2.2.2 Incentives

Incentives have been studied using qualitative and quantitative approaches. In [40], two different types of incentives are studied - social incentives and financial incentives. That work empirically shows that both types can improve worker productivity. A recent work [17] focuses on performance-based payments (PBP) through financial incentives. It empirically tests the effect of varying outcome quality threshold in order for workers to receive a bonus and the effect of varying the bonus amount on task quality. It also recommends running a pilot experiment to determine whether a task is effort-responsive and then design PBP schemes.

A quantitative study [8] presents algorithms for dynamic pricing to meet (a) a user-specified deadline while minimizing total monetary cost, or (b) a user-specified budget constraint while minimizing total elapsed time.

2.3 Worker- and Task-Specific Human Factors

Finally, we describe human factors that are pertinent to both workers and tasks. In this context, studying workers’ motivation in completing tasks has been the center of attention. One of the earliest studies of motivation in virtual marketplaces was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk [24]. The goal of that study was to empirically verify which of several intrinsic and extrinsic motivation factors were considered important to workers. Figure 1
summarizes the results of an offline evaluation of 13 human factors related to motivation. The results were obtained by asking workers to fill out questionnaires after completing tasks. The goal of the questionnaires was to determine which task-specific factors, Skill Variety, Task Identity, etc., and which other factors, Social Contact, Human Capital Advancement, etc., affect motivation. While Payment remains a highly motivating factor, the study also points out the cumulative importance of “Enjoyment-Based Motivation” factors when compared to Payment. One other highlight is that a large proportion of workers declared that “Human Capital Advancement” was an important motivation in completing tasks.

A later study [37] found a synergistic interaction between intrinsic and extrinsic motivators and demonstrated that increasing levels of payment increases task throughput regardless of other factors. However, increasing task throughput does not necessarily mean that workers do a good job at completing tasks. It was indeed shown that increasing pay does not increase the quality of workers’ contributions [26].

![Figure 1: Results of an offline evaluation of human factors [24]](image)

3 Human Factors in Task Assignment and Task Completion

Human factors are mostly recognized in a requester-centric fashion primarily for the purpose of task assignment and in a limited way for task completion. We present existing work in two parts - first, in the context of micro-tasks, then for collaborative tasks.

3.1 Micro-Task Assignment

Amazon Mechanical Turk only allows self-assignment to tasks - although task designers could specify desired worker qualifications for a given set of tasks via system-centric qualifications (e.g., HIT Approval Rate, also referred to as Acceptance Ratio) and platform-centric qualifications (e.g., marital status, education level, political affiliation, etc.).

Related work performs task assignment for micro-tasks, acknowledging primarily worker skill and budget. This body of work belongs to one of the following two kinds.

Researchers in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Operations Research primarily assume that workers are distinguishable. Each individual worker has an associated id with a known skill and cost. Given a task with a budget and desired accuracy threshold, the task assignment problem is studied as a matching problem between workers and tasks [9, 15, 16, 60].
On the other hand, researchers in Databases have primarily assumed that workers are indistinguishable. A generic skill and cost model is assumed for all workers and a given set of tasks have an associated budget. Different types of datasourcing applications [5] are considered as human-machine intelligence tasks - such as filtering [28], sorting and join [25], deduplication and clustering [43], categorization [36], evaluating order queries [10], or even mining [1] involving human workers. Under this setting, the task assignment problem becomes that of selecting the best subset of tasks for the worker pool that satisfies the budget and is most likely to maximize quality.

3.2 Collaborative Task Assignment

Collaborative tasks need to be performed by a set of workers together as a team (e.g., collaboratively editing an article where each article has a minimum quality and a maximum cost requirement, as well as the need for complementary skills) and it is assumed that the workers’ profiles are known (skill per domain, requested wage). In a recent work [38], the objective function is formalized so as to guarantee that each task surpasses its quality threshold, stays below its cost limit, and that workers are not over-utilized or under-utilized. Given the innate uncertainty induced by human involvement, a third human factor, Acceptance Ratio (e.g., computed as the probability that a worker accepts a recommended task) is also used in the problem formulation.

The experimental results presented in this paper indicate that despite assigning tasks to highly-qualified workers, for some cases, quality of completed tasks was low due to conflicting opinions, edit wars, or proliferation of edits. A follow-up work [33] proposes additional human factors to ensure that teams are not too large - in particular, it introduces Upper Critical Mass as a human factor that constrains the size of a team. For a given task, if the required number of workers are too many, then the objective is to form sub-teams, where both intra-team and inter-team collaboration is allowed. By leveraging related research in Psychology [14], the authors model collaborative aspects between workers as Affinity. Affinity is formalized using socio-demographic attributes, such as region, age, or psychological characteristics [27]. The objective function intends to form a set of teams for a collaborative task, where each sub-team must satisfy the critical mass constraint, their intra- and inter-team affinity is maximized, while satisfying a minimum quality requirement and a maximum cost budget. The problem is proved to be NP-hard and the authors propose a staged solution by designing approximation algorithms, where each stage individually admits an approximation factor.

3.3 Micro-Task Completion

Improving micro-task completion has mainly relied on monitoring worker motivation and taking appropriate actions to improve completion. Some efforts [7, 39] have shown that including a diversion or a break, such as showing an entertaining video, improves workers’ motivation. More recently, pre-emption was exercised to interrupt workers who have not completed tasks on time [12].

3.4 Collaborative Task Completion

Failing to complete a micro-task has only “local” impact since it does not prevent other workers to complete that same task in parallel. Failing from completing a collaborative task is however more damaging since it leads to an uncompleted task for all. Despite its importance, monitoring task completion for collaborative tasks is still in its infancy. There exists one piece of work to date that addresses this problem [38]. This work proposes an adaptive task completion scheme that handles scenarios such as the arrival of new workers and tasks, and the departure of workers without finalizing tasks. The proposed solution is based on formulating a marginal IP problem that re-assigns tasks to workers when new workers or tasks arrive, or when workers leave. The assignment is based on the same objective functions described in Section 3.2.
4 Challenges and Opportunities

So far, we have discussed how human factors are modeled and monitored to optimize the main processes of a crowdsourcing platform, namely task assignment and task completion. In this section, we aim to widen the scope and impact of human factors in crowdsourcing and discuss how they can enable worker-centricity. In our opinion, it is essential to shift from requester-centric optimizations to an approach that integrates what workers want from a crowdsourcing platform. This shift will induce a tighter integration between human factors and the processes of a crowdsourcing system. In this section, we discuss some essential elements realizing this shift. We start with the need for declarative tools that let workers benefit from crowdsourcing. We then examine the evolving nature of human factors and its impact on workers’ performance. We move on to discuss evaluation and other factors that affect workforce organization and enabling experimental repeatability in crowdsourcing.

4.1 Declarativity

There have been several efforts in the database community to develop declarative languages that let requesters decompose complex tasks or specify task assignment criteria. Designing a declarative language that helps workers exploit the potential of a crowdsourcing platform appears as a natural goal. Workers should be able to express a number of desiderata such as acquiring or improving a specific skill, or being entertained for a specific period of time. The development of worker-centric primitives such as finding tasks of interest to a given worker or being notified when a particular requester posts tasks, opens new modeling and algorithmic opportunities that complement existing solutions for task assignment and task completion. Such primitives should be designed with an understanding of how worker-centric and task-centric human factors interleave and affect performance. Moreover, they should not hinder requester-centric optimizations. Rather, they should complement them. The overarching goal should be to bring together all the components of a crowdsourcing platform and benefit from an adaptive framework within which workers are observed and provided tasks that serve them and serve requesters. Such an integrative approach would close the loop between different crowdsourcing processes as shown in Figure 2.

![Human Factors’ Evaluation](image.png)

**Figure 2: Adaptive task assignment and completion**

4.2 Adaptivity

In practice, the evolving nature of human factors requires to re-think how they are integrated into crowdsourcing processes. The accuracy of such factors depends on the strategy used to acquire and refine them. Intuitively,
observing workers for a longer period of time should result in more accurate skill values. On the contrary, workers’ motivation is task- and context-dependent, i.e., how long a task takes, what other tasks are present, or who else is involved in case of collaborative tasks. In short, motivation is more ephemeral than skills and the length of time required to learn a worker’s motivation should be “shorter” than the length of time required to learn a worker’s skill. Moreover, while workers’ skills increase monotonically as they complete more tasks, motivation varies with time.

Figure 3: Workers’ performance for relevance-based and diversity/payment-based task assignments

In a recent effort [29], we proposed observing workers as they completed tasks and learning their motivation as a combination between task diversity (intrinsic motivation) and payment (extrinsic motivation). The premise of this work was that workers’ motivation evolves over time and that task assignment could be improved from one session to the next by monitoring workers and capturing their motivation as they choose and complete tasks. We compared two strategies: relevance-based, that provides workers tasks matching their skills, and diversity/payment-based, that provides them tasks achieving a combination of diversity and payment. We found that when measuring task throughput, akin to the number of tasks completed per time unit, and worker retention, akin to the likelihood of workers completing many tasks, the relevance-based strategy was superior (see Figures 3a and 3b). However, as shown in Figure 3c, the diversity/payment strategy resulted in contributions of higher quality when compared to a ground-truth. As a result, we could draw two conclusions: workers were faster at picking and completing tasks when no context switching was required, i.e., in the case where tasks were relevant and similar to each other. However, they generated higher quality contributions for tasks that optimized their motivation, i.e., the observed balance between task diversity and payment. Additional experiments can be found in [29].

These preliminary results allow us to argue for the need for adaptive crowdsourcing processes that incorporate human factors as they evolve.

4.3 Evaluation, Deployment Strategies, and Repeatability

Evaluating the performance of a crowdsourcing platform is a major concern that poses a number of challenges. The variety of profiles workers have and the diversity of tasks made available on a crowdsourcing platform raise the need for a careful evaluation. So, what is being evaluated and what are the approaches used for that? Evaluation in crowdsourcing has mostly focused on measuring two kinds of indicators. Requester-centric indicators are task throughput, the number of tasks completed per time unit, worker retention, the likelihood of workers completing many tasks, and payment. Worker-centric indicators are motivation and satisfaction.

Table 2 summarizes the evaluation protocols used in crowdsourcing and the performance indicators that are measured. Evaluation is usually performed in an offline or an online manner. Offline evaluation relies on questionnaires deployed before task completion to measure expected workers’ performance, or after task completion, to measure their satisfaction. Online evaluation on the other hand, relies on actually deploying tasks to workers and measuring requester- or worker-centric performance indicators.
Table 2: Evaluation protocols and performance indicators in crowdsourcing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Performance indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offline</strong>: use questionnaires to measure worker-centric indicators</td>
<td>Worker-Centric: Worker Expected Throughput, Worker Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online</strong>: observe workers during task completion and measure performance</td>
<td>Requester-Centric: Worker Retention, Task Throughput, Task Payment, Task Quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Longer worker retention does not necessarily imply higher outcome quality. The same could be said about all other indicators (task throughput, payment, workers' psychological state). For collaborative tasks, while it has been shown that team size affects outcome quality in the case of collaborative editing, there is no study on how different group interaction models affect quality. In practice, quality is evaluated in one of two ways: against a known ground-truth as in Information Retrieval, or using crowdsourcing. Note that a golden standard is not always available or possible. For example, in the case of text creation tasks, there does not exist a ground-truth and one has to resort to text evaluation criteria such as word error rate, clarity and completeness \[38\]. A more general approach is to crowdsource quality evaluation by asking another set of workers to evaluate potential ground truth answers. In the case of text creation for example, the accuracy of a text translation and the quality of the output text could be evaluated using traditional independent and comparative approaches.

Figure 4: SEQ-IND-HYB & SEQ-IND-CRO

Much work is still needed in evaluating outcome quality for collaborative tasks. In Section 3.2, we discussed recent work that leverages group size and affinity between group members in the assignment of collaborative tasks to workers under quality and budget constraints \[33\]. In a recent piece of work \[31\], we also examined the usefulness of different skill aggregation functions in practice and validated them for a variety of tasks. A promising direction is the study of how different group dynamics and team interaction models \[14\] affect worker performance and outcome quality in crowdsourcing.

A deployment strategy defines the choices made to deploy a task. In worker-centric crowdsourcing, the question of how to organize the workforce becomes essential - thus deployment should become a center stage activity. A requester wishing to deploy a task makes a choice of how to combine algorithms and humans (crowd-only, or CRO vs hybrid, or HYB), a choice between sequential and simultaneous work structures (SEQ vs SIM), and a choice between an independent and a collaborative workforce organization (IND vs COL). In recent work \[18, 30\], we characterized different deployment strategies for text creation tasks such as translation and summarization. Figures 4 and 5 show some deployment options for English-to-French translation tasks. Our experiments measured outcome quality for different strategies and resulted in a set of guidelines to deploy
text translation and text summarization. For example, SEQ-IND-HYB (Figure 4), produces the best quality translation for long texts because workers prefer to start with an automatically translated text and are effective at improving each others’ contributions in a sequential manner. The study of deployment strategies for other kinds of tasks and their impact on human factors, remains an open question.

Last but not least, experimental repeatability is a major concern in crowdsourcing and to the best of our knowledge, it has not received much attention. Repeatability in crowdsourcing is complex given the volatility of the crowd. Different times of day attract workers with different socio-demographics and in different time zones. Different platforms will also attract different workers. Different compensation schemes result in different behaviors [8]. Given this diversity, a pressing question is to define statistical significance in crowdsourcing. Some recent work [20, 21] studied how to evaluate workers’ quality with confidence interval - but using these proposed methods to obtain statistically significant output from the crowd remains an open question.

As a concluding remark, we envision that for the long term sustainability of crowdsourcing. In particular, we believe that deployment strategies should be made a primary focus of interest, followed by other worker-centric directions of research, such as collaboration, adaptability, and repeatability.
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Abstract

As one of the successful forms of using Wisdom of Crowd, crowdsourcing, has been widely used for many human intrinsic tasks, such as image labeling, natural language understanding, market prediction and opinion mining. Meanwhile, with advances in pervasive technology, mobile devices, such as mobile phones, tablets, and PDA, have become extremely popular. These mobile devices can work as sensors to collect various types of data, such as pictures, videos, audios and texts. Therefore, in crowdsourcing, a requester can utilize power of mobile devices and their location information to ask for data related to a specific location, subsequently, the mobile users who would like to perform the task will travel to the target location and collect the data (videos, audios, or pictures), which is then sent to the requester. This type of crowdsourcing is called spatial crowdsourcing. Due to the pervasiveness of mobile devices and their superb functionality, spatial crowdsourcing is gaining more attention than general crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Turk (http://www.mturk.com) and Crowdflower (http://crowdflower.com/). However, to develop a spatial crowdsourcing platform, effective and efficient solutions for motivating workers, mining workers’ profiles, assigning tasks, aggregating results and controlling data quality must be developed. Therefore, in this paper, we will discuss the challenges and opportunities related to these key techniques, including 1) effective incentive mechanisms to encourage mobile device users to participate in crowdsourcing tasks; 2) automatic user profile mining methods; 3) optimal task assignment solutions; 4) novel answer aggregation models; 5) intelligent data quality control mechanisms.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in Internet and pervasive computing technology make tasks such as image tagging, language translation, and speech recognition easier to achieve by humans than by machines. Crowdsourcing, as one of the successful forms of utilizing human intelligences, has become quite popular recently. Basically, there are three components in crowdsourcing, a requester, an open call platform and workers. The requester will submit his/her tasks through the open calls and workers who are ready are assigned to perform the task. The
results returned from the workers are aggregated and returned to the requester. In fact, crowdsourcing is human computation [32] and social computing [25] powered by a crowdsourced workforce. Crowdsourcing overlaps with several other topics like social computing, human computing, collective/collaborative intelligence, etc. It provides a new problem-solving paradigm [2, 38] and has branched into several areas.

Recently, smart phones have become quite popular and they have become people’s lifemate. People can easily identify and participate in some location-based tasks that are close to their current positions, such as taking photos/videos, repairing houses, or preparing a gathering at a specific location. Therefore, a new framework, namely spatial crowdsourcing [23], for employing workers to conduct spatial tasks, has emerged in both academia (e.g., gMission [7] and MediaQ [24]) and industry (e.g., TaskRabbit). A typical spatial crowdsourcing platform assigns a number of moving workers to perform spatial tasks nearby, which requires workers to physically move to some specified locations and accomplish these tasks. With spatial crowdsourcing, people can well utilize the human intelligence in any places at any time.

Though many benefits can be brought through spatial crowdsourcing, building such a platform is not trivial. In this paper, we will present challenges and opportunities related to the core techniques for spatial crowdsourcing along four dimensions: worker and task registration, task assignment, result aggregation, and data quality control. Specifically, we will discuss effective incentive mechanisms to motivate registered workers, automatic user profile mining tools, optimal task assignment mechanisms, market-driven data aggregation solutions, and movement pattern-based data quality control methods. Finally, we will present some privacy-related issues related to spatial crowdsourcing.

2 Overview of Spatial Crowdsourcing Platform

Figure 1 shows a general overview of a spatial crowdsourcing system, such as gMission [7] and MediaQ [24]. Basically, there are four phases: 1) Registration (requesters and workers), 2) Task Assignment, 3) Answer Aggregation, and 4) Response & Quality Control. In the registration phase, the task requesters submit their spatial crowdsourcing tasks to the spatial crowdsourcing server (SCS) and workers will submit their profile information, including their locations and expertise, to the SCS and indicate their willingness to work on the tasks. The challenging issues in this phase are how to motivate workers’ participation and how to adjust system configuration dynamically based on the current setting. In the task assignment phase, the SCS will assign the tasks to the workers based on the budget, location and other constraints. The task assignment is very important, and directly affects the system throughput, i.e., how many tasks can be well handled simultaneously. In this phase, we have to design solutions to address the challenges of insufficient knowledge about workers’ profiles and expensive cost (NP-hard) to finding the optimal assignment. In the answer aggregation phase, the SCS will use different data integration models to aggregate the answers collected from the workers. Since the workers have different backgrounds, abilities, and different understanding of the tasks, the results returned by them may vary much. Therefore, we need to find a suitable model and design efficient solutions to aggregate the results. In addition, we need to address the challenges to handle fake results returned by malicious works, such as images or videos downloaded from Internet not captured by the worker himself/herself. In the response and quality control phase, the SCS will send the final answers to the requesters and estimate the quality of the returned results using various methods. In the same phase, the SCS will determine whether more workers should be hired to perform the same task to improve the quality. The challenging issue in this phase is that we often do not have the ground truth (gold standard) for the crowdsourcing tasks. Although there are a few previous works on spatial crowdsourcing [1, 23, 28] all of them focused only on task assignment. In the rest of this paper, we highlight the research problems and possible solutions to the challenges for each phase of the SCS.
3 Task and Worker Registration

For requesters, it is often not an issue for them to register their tasks in the SCS as long as a user friendly interface is provided. However, for normal mobile users, coming up with effective incentives to encourage their participation is quite challenging and an interesting problem, since participation often means consumption of their own resources, such as computation and communication resources. Generally, the existing incentive mechanisms can be divided into four categories: entertainment-based, service-based, social facilitation-based and monetary-based. For entertainment-based mechanisms [15, 20, 33], the system tries to gamify the tasks, such that users can contribute computation or sensing abilities of their smartphones when they play games. Here “gamify” means using game elements in non-game contexts [20]. This paradigm allows users to enjoy performing tasks, but the challenge lies in making sure that the gamified tasks are interesting enough. The service-based mechanisms are rooted in the mutual beneficial principle, where service consumers are also service providers. In other words, if a user wants to benefit from the service system, he/she also has to contribute to the service system [19, 27]. Social facilitation-based mechanisms take advantage of people’s tendency to perform better in simple tasks if they are being watched. Thus to encourage people to participate in certain tasks, the effort of each participant should be easily observed by others [11, 30]. The last category is monetary incentives [18, 29, 31]. In this case, the system has to offer a certain amount of money to motivate potential participants such that the participants will use their resources, usually smartphone cameras or sensors, to complete the tasks. However, the existing monetary systems mostly assume static settings, i.e., when the interaction between a platform and users starts, there must exist a certain number of users, such that the current strategies can be applied. This setting is referred to as an offline setting. However, for most location-based services, an online setting is more practical. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate different incentive mechanisms in the online setting. Specifically, the following two issues should be further investigated:

a) Assigning different types of incentives for different tasks.

Spatial crowdsourcing tasks may involve various different tasks, ranging from simple text-based voting (decision making), image capturing, video or audio recording, to sophisticated product ranking and recommendation. Based on the characteristics of different tasks, especially the cost of performing such tasks (image or video uploading), it is necessary to design different incentives from which the requester can choose. Based on the collected log data, we can compare the similarity between the tasks in the same category and offer different
incentives. The challenge in performing such assignment is how to measure task difficulty. Only when the SCS knows the difficulty of the task can it offer suggestions regarding the type and amount of incentives that the requester should offer. Offering a small amount of incentives for a very difficult task may result in no workers taking up the task. On the contrary, giving out a large amount of incentives for a rather easy task may attract malicious workers. Therefore, how to measure the difficulty of the task is quite important. Some previous works consider the difficulty of a crowdsourcing task as a parameter in their models [26, 39]. However, it is still an open question as to how to quantify the difficulty of given crowdsourcing tasks. Even for the same class of tasks, the difficulty of individual tasks may be different. Given a set of crowdsourcing tasks, we first investigate the following measures for capturing the semantic of “difficulty” of text-based tasks.

- Entropy - If we consider the answer of a crowdsourcing task as a random variable, then each crowdsourced answer is simply the outcome of one experiment on the random variable. Under this model, difficult crowdsourcing tasks would lead to high randomness of the answer. Since entropy is a typical measure of randomness, it is a fair tool to estimate the magnitude of difficulty.

- Inter-rater reliability - Inter-rater reliability is the degree of agreement among workers. With the increase in difficulty, the degree of agreement among workers significantly decreases. Hence, the inter-rater reliability is also a reasonable measure of the difficulty. Given these two difficulty measures and their values computed from historical trace of tasks, we can estimate the difficulty of the current task by combining the difficulties of a few very similar historical tasks. The similarity function between two tasks can be a simple hamming distance or a sophisticated earth mover’s distance. After completing the text-based tasks, we study how to measure the difficulty of capturing multimedia content (image, video and audio). Our initial idea is to measure the similarity between the current task and historical tasks, with the consideration of the size and resolution of the data.

b). Adjusting the online setting.

Since both tasks and workers in the system change dynamically, we need to propose solutions to address the data dynamics. Most of the workers in spatial crowdsourcing are mobile users. The characteristics of mobile devices (e.g. where a device is located) lead to the uniqueness of the spatial crowdsourcing workers. In [9], we have proposed a grid-based prediction method to estimate spatial distributions of workers/tasks in the future. In particular, we consider a grid index, $\mathcal{I}$, over tasks and workers, which divides the data space $\mathcal{I}$ into $\gamma^2$ cells, each with the side length $1/\gamma$, where the selection of the best $\gamma$ value can be guided by a cost model in [10]. Then, we estimate possible workers/tasks that may fall into each cell at a future timestamp, which can be inferred from historical data within the most recent sliding window of size $w$. After that, we assign workers with spatial tasks for multiple rounds (within a time interval $P$), based on the predicted location/quality distributions of workers/tasks.

Specifically, for each round at timestamp $p$, we first retrieve a set, $T_p$, of available spatial tasks, and a set, $W_p$, of available workers. Here, the task set $T_p$ (or worker set $W_p$) contains both tasks (or workers) that have not been assigned in the last round and the ones that newly arrive at the system after the last round. In order to avoid the local optimality at the current timestamp $p$, we need to predict location/quality distributions of workers and tasks at a future timestamp ($p+1$) that newly join the system, and obtain two sets $W_{p+1}$ and $T_{p+1}$, respectively.

In particular, our grid-based prediction algorithm first predicts the future numbers of workers/tasks from the latest $w$ worker/task sets in cells, and then generates possible worker (or task) samples in $W_{p+1}$ (or $T_{p+1}$) for cells of the grid index $\mathcal{I}$. First, we initialize a worker set $W_{p+1}$ and a task set $T_{p+1}$ in the future round with empty sets. Then, within each cell $cell_i$, we can obtain its $w$ latest worker counts, $|W_{p-w+1}^{(i)}|, |W_{p-w+2}^{(i)}|, \ldots, \text{and} |W_{p}^{(i)}|$, which form a sliding window of a time series (with size $w$). Due to the temporal correlation of worker counts in the sliding window, in this paper, we utilize linear regression over these $w$ worker counts to predict the future number, $|W_{p+1}^{(i)}|$, of workers in cell, $cell_i$, that newly join the system at timestamp ($p+1$). Note that,
other prediction methods can be also plugged into our grid-based prediction framework, and we would like to leave it as our future work. Similarly, we can estimate the number, $|T^{(i)}_{p+1}|$, of tasks in cell $i$ for the next round at timestamp $(p + 1)$. According to the predicted numbers of workers/tasks, we can uniformly generate $|W^{(i)}_{p+1}|$ worker samples (or $|T^{(i)}_{p+1}|$ task samples) within each cell $cell_i$, and add them to the predicted worker set $W_{p+1}$ (or task set $T_{p+1}$). Finally, we return the two sets $W_{p+1}$ and $T_{p+1}$.

Note that, random samples of workers/tasks in cells can approximately capture future location distributions of workers/tasks. However, in each cell, discrete samples may be of small sample sizes, which may lead to low prediction accuracy. Therefore, we alternatively consider continuous probability density function (pdf) for location distributions of workers/tasks.

### 4 Task Assignment

In task assignment, we need to design solutions to assign spatial crowd sourcing tasks to workers. Like traditional crowdsourcing, spatial crowdsourcing also aims to assign the tasks to workers economically and efficiently. By economically we mean that all the tasks are to be achieved within some budget, and by efficiently we mean that all the assigned tasks should be accomplished as soon as possible. To achieve these two goals, we need to address the following two key issues.

a) **Building mobile users’ (workers’) profiles.**

After the mobile users register with the SCS as workers, other than the registration data that they provide, we need to enhance their profiles by mining the tasks they have performed. This mining step is critical since the workers often do not express explicitly what type of questions (domains) they can answer during the registration. Furthermore, without feedback from the requesters, we cannot know whether the workers will perform a good job. In addition, based on the time that workers spend to answer various tasks, we can derive a latency model for each worker. Therefore, in this step, for each user, we can conduct mining on both tasks that he/she has performed and the evaluation reports (satisfactory/unsatisfactory and time cost to solve the tasks) to generate a preferred task domain and a time latency model of the worker. In our previous work [4], we have used data mine methods to mining social users’ profile. A similar idea can be applied to build worker’s profile for spatial crowd sourcing platform. In gMission [7], we treat each well-performed task as a sample data point and conduct an EM algorithm to derive the task (topic) distribution of the worker. We can also infer the user’s ability to conduct various event capturing tasks such as movement speed of the worker, resolution of the camera and precision of GPS devices [9].

For the latency model, we develop a two-phase model [6]. The first phase is the period from the task being published to the task being chosen by a worker; the second phase is the period from the task being accepted by a worker to the answer being returned. Statistical research has been conducted on several crowdsourcing platforms to capture the traits of such latencies [17, 29, 42], such as the one defined as follows.

**Definition 1 (Latency):** The On-hold Latency $L_o$ of a task (or a batch of tasks) is the clock time from when the task is published to the time when it is accepted by a worker. The Processing Latency $L_p$ of a task (or a batch of tasks) is the clock time from when the task is accepted to the time when the answer is returned and collected by the system. The Overall Latency $L$ is the sum of $L_o$ and $L_p$: $L = L_o + L_p$.

b) **Task Assignment**

Based on publishing modes of spatial tasks, the spatial crowdsourcing problems can be partitioned into another two classes: *worker selected tasks* (WST) and *server assigned tasks* (SAT) [23]. In particular, WST publishes spatial tasks on the server side, and workers can choose any tasks without contacting the server; SAT collects location information of all workers to the server, and directly assigns workers with tasks. For example, in the WST mode, some existing works [1, 14] allowed users to browse and accept available spatial tasks. However,
there often exist the cases that tasks with low reward or far from the workers will not be served. On the other
hand, in the SAT mode, our previous works [23] assumed that the server decides how to assign spatial tasks to
workers and the solutions only consider simple metrics such as maximizing the number of assigned tasks on
the server side. Compared with WST, SAT is more popular and can control the system throughput and offer
balanced workload for each worker.

In SAT, to assign a task to the right crowd, the first question to address is what makes the answers from the
crowd wise. Fortunately, a clear solution is provided in [23]. As indicated in [23], four key elements separate
wise crowds from irrational ones: Diversity - Each person should have private information even if it’s just an
eccentric interpretation of the known facts. Independence - People's opinions are not determined by the opinions
around them. Decentralization - People are able to specialize and draw on local knowledge. Aggregation - Some
mechanism for turning private judgments into a collective decision. Intuitively, independence, decentralization
and aggregation can be easily achieved with an appropriate question-answering framework. For instance, a
requester may push a yes-no task to a deterministic group of users. Without publishing any answers during the
crowdsourcing process, the users would work on the tasks with independence and decentralization. Therefore,
the major challenge left is to find an appropriate group of users with high diversity. To achieve this, we need to
measure the similarity among users, which again relates to the profiles of users. Considering user’s profile as a
multi-attribute vector, we can apply different similarity measures for different attributes and combine them by
assigning different weights. For example, we can use the Euclidean distance to measure the similarity of users’
positions and Cosine similarity for users’ expertise which are represented by a set of keywords.

Based on users’ profiles and measures about users’ diversity, we can work on solving the issue of task
assignment. Specifically, given a set of spatial crowdsourcing tasks, we want a strategy to assign tasks to
workers to achieve the maximum number of task assignment in real time and meanwhile reduce the cost of
each participating workers in terms of their travel distances to the specified crowdsourcing location. Clearly,
due to the dynamic properties of workers, we cannot obtain a global picture of all workers at a specific point
in time. Therefore, we try to obtain local optimal assignment solutions. Moreover, there are many constraints
to assigning tasks, such as the locations (specifying where the task should be performed), the expertise (the
domains that a worker knows well), the latency (the time taken to complete the task), reliability (the success rate
or the confidence with which a worker can perform certain tasks) and diversity of the workers (dissimilar and
independent workers). [23] studied the spatial crowdsourcing with the goal of static maximum task assignment,
and proposed several heuristics approaches to enable fast assignment of workers to tasks. Similarly, Deng et
al. [14] tackled the problem of scheduling spatial tasks for a single worker such that the number of completed
tasks by this worker is maximized. As proved in [23], the task assignment problem in SAT is NP-hard and we
can focus on designing various heuristic and approximate solutions to conduct the optimal assignment.

We further study the spatial-temporal diversity and reliability in task assignment [10]. The reliability indicates
the confidence that at least some worker can successfully complete the task, whereas the spatial/temporal
diversity reflects the quality of the task accomplishment by a group of workers, in both spatial and temporal
dimensions (e.g., taking photos from diverse angles and at diverse timestamps). We prove that task assignment
with the consideration of spatial-temporal diversity and reliability is also NP-hard, and thus we propose three
approximation algorithms (i.e., greedy, sampling, and divide-and-conquer). In addition to handle tasks which
require single-skilled workers, we investigate solutions to handle complex tasks requiring multi-skilled work-
ers [8]. For such a complex task assignment, we want to maximize an assignment score (i.e., flexible budget,
given by the total budget of the completed tasks minus the total travelling cost of workers). Moreover, we also
need to consider several constraints, such as skill-covering, budget, time, and distance constraints, which make
the complex assignment problem more challenging. Again, we prove that the multi-skilled complex task assign-
ment problem is NP-hard and intractable. Therefore, we propose three effective heuristic approaches, including
greedy, g-divide-and-conquer and cost-model-based adaptive algorithms to get worker-and-task assignments.

The task assignment solutions that we discussed so far focus on offline scenarios, where the server knows
all the spatiotemporal information of tasks and workers in advance. However, this offline scenario is quite un-
realistic since tasks and workers in real applications appear dynamically and their spatiotemporal information are often unknown in advance. Thus, in our recent work [41, 44], we have investigated solutions for online task assignment. In [41], to address the shortcomings of existing offline approaches, we first identify a more practical micro-task allocation problem, called the Global Online Microtask Allocation in spatial crowdsourcing (GOMA) problem, then, we extend the state-of-art algorithm for the online maximum weighted bipartite matching problem to the GOMA problem as the baseline algorithm. We further develop a two-phase-based framework targeting on the average performance of online assignment algorithms. Based on the proposed framework, we present an efficient algorithm with 1/4-competitive ratio under the online random order model. To improve its efficiency, we further design the TGOA-Greedy algorithm, which runs faster than the TGOA algorithm but has lower competitive ratio of 1/8. In [44], aiming at offering mutual benefit to both workers and tasks, we propose a task assignment framework, called task assignment with mutual benefit awareness (TAMBA). TAMBA captures both sides preferences based on the historical data. With the awareness of both sides preferences, the tasks are assigned to the workers in order to achieve the maximum mutual benefit. Specifically, TAMBA is built on top of a crowdsourcing platform (e.g. gMission), and consisted of two core components: the preference estimator and the AMMB assignor. The preference estimator is built based on a probabilistic graphical model, which is trained offline with historical data (the training of the graphical model is offline conducted and NOT a part of the assignment process). When tasks are submitted, it generates the preference scores (presented in the next section) between the submitted tasks and all the workers. With the preference scores, the AMMB assignor allocate the tasks to the workers based on the output of AMMB assignor. To optimize the performance, we have developed algorithms for the offline and online settings of the same assignment, respectively.

5 Answer Aggregation

After collecting the data from the workers, our next task is to aggregate the results from the workers. Depending on the types of crowdsourcing tasks, different data aggregation models should be investigated. Markets have been proven to be an effective institution for aggregating beliefs of users and yielding reliable answers. For example, in racetrack betting [16], investors are only allowed to choose from two options, and the promised rewards are only given to the investors whose investment meets the market opinion (the majority of all investors). We apply this idea to the aggregation model of workers’ answers [5]. Here, workers are considered as investors in this market, thus a wise market includes a set of investors, each of which is associated with a probability (individual confidence) that he or she will give the correct answer. This confidence can be mined from the historical results contributed by the workers. The SCS sever maintains a pool of candidate workers while evaluating the worker’ confidence simultaneously. When a particular task comes along, the SCS server uses the solutions proposed in the task assignment step to find an optimal subset of workers and releases the task to them with promise of a reward. After receiving their choices, the answer preferred by a majority of the workers will be given as the market opinion and the ones who make the same choice as the market are granted a reward. Note that the output is the majority of the market, which is not necessarily the same as the ground truth. Compared to simple majority voting, only the workers who make the same choice as the majority will get the reward. This mechanism helps prevent malicious workers, who might return random answers for the reward. With this market aggregation model, the key issue is how to compute the result confidence efficiently. The market confidence is the probability that the aggregation result of C investors (C is larger than half of the selected crowd) is the same as the ground truth. We can use divide-and-conquer strategy to recursively divide the crowd into two groups and compute the confidence for each group. Note that the above discussed aggregation model is designed for simple decision tasks. In [3], we extend the idea of changing “workers” to “traders” to a more complex problem, opinion elicitation. We use Bayesian updating, beginning with our initial guess as the prior, to obtain a posterior distribution that reflects the weighted opinions of all the traders in the market. The payoff for each trader is proportional to her contributed modification from the prior to the posterior.
However, for spatial crowdsourcing, there may exist needs to perform more complicated tasks, such as ranking or capturing events. Therefore, we need to investigate the following issues:

1. Aggregation module for the ranking tasks: since each worker will only return partial ranks, we can apply different voting rules, such as Copeland, maximin, Bucklin, and ranked pairs, or even considering the distance from the worker to the task as the weighting factor [21], to aggregate the answers. However, it was proved that aggregation under these rules is NP-complete [43]. Thus we need to investigate efficient heuristic or sampling solutions.

2. Aggregation module for capturing some event or scenery: since malicious workers may post fake images or videos possibly downloaded from Internet to obtain the reward, we need to design solutions to aggregate them effectively and efficiently. To find such images or videos, we can extend our solutions in detecting near duplicated images or videos [45] to remove those that have appeared a few times.

### 6 Responses and Quality Control

In the last step, the aggregated results will be returned to the requester. However, there is a big and challenging problem about the quality of the returned results. From the database point of view, crowdsourcing applications break the Closed World assumption that data not available in the database can be considered as non-existing. Data quality measurement for Collected Contents varies according to the specific usage. To deal with the data quality challenge, many data-driven solutions have been proposed. The data-driven approaches are mostly compelled by the data collected so far or the data to be collected. The philosophies of designing such solutions vary according not only to specific tasks they are tackling, but also the form of the quality measurement. Amazingly, success in developing such solutions depends on the coherent matching between the reasonable understanding of the uncertainty, and the proper mathematical (probabilistic) model that agrees with the semantics. We can investigate these quality issues along the following two dimensions:

**(a). Probabilistic Data Fusion**

Probabilistic Data Fusion approaches are mostly adopted in the crowdsourcing scenario when the workers are asked to choose one or multiple answers from a set of candidates [26]. Two intrinsic observations of such scenario are:

1) There exists the ground truth (or real correct answer) for such decision-making problem, no matter whether the truth is latent or obvious;

2) There are workers with low quality, but there are no spam or biased workers. The two observations lead to a fundamental mathematical description of the uncertainty: The correctness of each worker \(w_i\)'s answer is a Bernoulli random variable, with identifiable accuracy \(\epsilon_i\). Given a voting scheme (e.g. the simplest one, majority voting) and a set of \(n\) workers, \(W_n = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n)\), the overall answer is:

\[
OA(W_n) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \sum w_i \geq \left\lceil \frac{n}{2} \right\rceil \\
0 & \text{if } \sum w_i < \left\lfloor \frac{n}{2} \right\rfloor 
\end{cases}
\]

Not surprisingly, the aggregator does not rule out any error-prone ingredients, but installs a straightforward synthesizer. If the answers from different workers are i.i.d. the overall data quality (OQ) can be measured as the reliability of the outcome from Majority Voting:

\[
OQ(W_n) = \Pr(OA(W_n) = G) = \Pr(|C| \geq \left\lceil \frac{n}{2} \right\rceil)
\]
where C is the number of correct workers and G stands for the ground truth. Despite the rigorous definition of data quality, the challenge remains in a practical way. The number of correct workers is essentially a random variable following Poisson Binomial Distribution, on which even the probability density function is intractable.

(b). Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is another way to deal with conflicting crowdsourced data. Compared to data fusion approaches, the data cleaning methods rely relatively less on the probabilistic semantic, internal consistency and dependency receive more consideration. In one word, the conflict among the data is due to the existence of wrong tuples, and the correct answers are just self-justified. The goal of data cleaning is thus to eliminate wrong items via the internal consistencies or dependencies. We can employ probabilistic graphical models [12, 13] to capture the data quality issues derived from intricate correlation and apply our previous work on matching dependencies [34-37] to clean the results.

Neither approach above takes into consideration the movement patterns of mobile users. Very often, the users follow the same movement pattern in weekdays (commuting from home to the office). Based on these movement patterns, we can easily tell whether the data provided by the worker are correct or not according to her usual location at that time. Thus, we can incorporate movement patterns (along spatio-temporal domain) into quality control solutions.

7 Privacy Issues

Other than the four topics that we have discussed above, privacy is an important issue that needs to be addressed along all the steps in spatial crowdsourcing applications. During the process of spatial crosscutting, users, especially workers’ position information need to be released in order to assign the tasks to the nearby workers. However, workers’ position and their moving trajectory information are very sensitive information, which can be used to identify individual workers. Therefore, some of our previous works [22,40] investigate how to tackle the privacy leakage problem in spatial crowdsourcing. In [22], we first formally define the problem of privacy leakage in spatial crowdsourcing system and identify its unique challenges due to the existence of an un-trusted central data server. We propose a privacy-aware framework by submitting group and independent queries instead of individual and correlated ones, which enables participation of users without compromising their privacy. In [40], again we assume the existence of a trusted server named cellular service provider, we propose a spatial crowdsourcing framework that can achieve an acceptable assignment success rate and total worker travel distance without privacy leakage. Workers first submit their accurate locations to the cellular service provider, then the provider desensitize these locations to a private spatial decomposition for the crowdsourcing server to access. When a new task comes, the crowdsourcing server issues some region queries to the Private Spatial Decomposition (PSD) to determine a specific region to notice. And at last we use a technique named geocast to send the task information to this region.

8 Conclusion

Spatial Crowdsourcing, as a new direction for crowdsourcing has become more and more popular and has been applied in many real applications. In this paper, we first give an overview of the spatial crowdsourcing framework and then illustrate the challenges and opportunities of the spatial crowdsourcing step by step, including incentive design, task assignment, answer aggregation and quality control. Finally, we have presented some works on privacy-preserved spatial crowdsourcing. Given the popular usage of smart phones and advanced development of AI, we believe there will be many challenges and opportunities for spatial crowdsourcing applications.
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Abstract

Crowdsourcing is the primary means to generate training data at scale, and when combined with sophisticated machine learning algorithms, crowdsourcing is an enabler for a variety of emergent automated applications impacting all spheres of our lives. This paper surveys the emerging field of formally reasoning about and optimizing open-ended crowdsourcing, a popular and crucially important, but severely understudied class of crowdsourcing—the next frontier in crowdsourced data management. The underlying challenges include distilling the right answer when none of the workers agree with each other, teasing apart the various perspectives adopted by workers when answering tasks, and effectively selecting between the many open-ended operators appropriate for a problem. We describe the approaches that we’ve found to be effective for open-ended crowdsourcing, drawing from our experiences in this space.

1 Introduction

We are on the cusp of a new data-enabled era, where machine learning algorithms, trained on large volumes of labeled training data, are enabling increasing automation in our daily lives—from driving, robotics, and manufacturing, to surveillance, medicine, and science; a recent New York Times article calls this “a transformation that many believe will have a payoff on the scale of the personal computing industry or the commercial internet” [1]. Although considerable effort has gone into the development of machine learning algorithms for these applications, the generation of labeled training datasets, done at scale using crowdsourcing [2]—while equally important [3, 4]—is often overlooked. Recent work has demonstrated that optimizing crowdsourcing can often yield orders of magnitude more high-quality labeled data at the same cost, spurring the development of increasingly sophisticated machine learning algorithms, and providing immediate benefits via substantial increases in accuracy for existing algorithms.

From Boolean Crowdsourcing to Open-Ended Crowdsourcing. However, most of the past research on optimizing crowdsourcing has focused on what we call boolean crowdsourcing, e.g., [5–9, 11, 47], where human involvement can be abstracted as tasks or operators whose answers come from a small, finite domain, e.g., evaluating a predicate, comparing a pair of items, or rating an item on a scale from 1–5. In the former two cases, the domain of possible answers is boolean, while in the last case, the domain is finite and has cardinality five. Boolean crowdsourcing operators have natural analogs in computer operators, and are easier to reason about and develop algorithms with. This research has largely ignored open-ended crowdsourcing, where the answers to
the tasks have no similar restriction. Anecdotal evidence indicates that open-ended crowdsourcing tasks are at least as popular as traditional boolean crowdsourcing tasks on crowdsourcing marketplaces. As one data point, an analysis of Mechanical Turk’s log data [12] reported that content creation—including open-ended tasks like transcription—was by far the single largest category of tasks in the period from 2009 to 2014. As another example, a survey of industry users of crowdsourcing reports similar findings [2].

Examples of Open-Ended Crowdsourcing. We now describe some canonical open-ended crowdsourcing problems that we use as examples for this paper. One example is transcription: the goal of transcription is to transform a piece of audio or video to text. This could be done, for example, using unit tasks where we provide workers a portion of the audio or video, along with a text box where they can type a sequence of words to match the contents of the portion. Another example is clustering: the goal of clustering is to subdivide a collection of items (images, pieces of text) into clusters. This could be done, for example, using unit tasks where workers place items into an arbitrary number of buckets determined by them. Yet another example is detection: the goal of detection is to identify where in an image an object is located. This could be done, for example, using unit tasks where workers draw a bounding rectangle or polygon around the location of the object of interest.

Open-Ended Crowdsourcing: A Pressing Need. Beyond the popularity, there are several reasons why open-ended crowdsourcing is crucially important. First, some tasks are near-impossible with just boolean crowdsourcing. For example, using boolean crowdsourcing to locate the position of an object in an image is near-impossible. If we use a task like: “is the object in this portion of the image (yes/no)”, we may be able to get close to the actual location of the object by repeatedly using this task on various portions of the image, but getting an accurate bounding box around the object may require hundreds or thousands of such tasks. On the other hand, asking workers to simply draw a bounding box is a lot more effective in terms of time, cost, and accuracy. Second, open-ended crowdsourcing lets us get more fine-grained data, since workers provide answers from a potentially unbounded set. If we were to use an entropy argument, the number of bits provided by workers for an open-ended question or task is considerably larger than that provided for a boolean question. Third, recent computer vision and text processing papers argue that fine-grained training data is essential for developing sophisticated machine learning models [13–16]. Specifically, our best hope for improving the accuracy of present machine learning models is by using training data that reveals more information about how humans think, as opposed to training data that is more akin to how computers operate (i.e., via boolean operations).

Despite these compelling reasons, research on optimizing open-ended crowdsourcing is still in its infancy. Open-ended crowdsourcing is presently leveraged in an unoptimized fashion, with resources wasted and inaccurate data collected, or even worse, not at all, leading to severe impediments to machine learning.

Challenges. The reason why open-ended crowdsourcing is leveraged in an unoptimized fashion is that optimizing open-ended crowdsourcing is substantially harder than optimizing boolean crowdsourcing:

1. Hard to aggregate. Due to the many possible answers to open-ended tasks, distilling the ‘right’ answer from this set is non-trivial. For example, when drawing a box around an object in an image, or transcribing audio into text, no two workers will provide the same box or transcription. This is because the number of possible answers is very large, and there are many ways of making mistakes. In boolean crowdsourcing, we could simply resort to the majority opinion, but those techniques do not apply, especially when all of the answers are different from each other.

2. Sparsity of quality measurements. In trying to characterize the error rates of workers, due to the large number of possible answers, it is hard to get reliable estimates of the probability that a worker provides an answer $a$, when the true answer is $b$. In order to estimate these probabilities, it would take a lot of tasks to be issued on crowdsourcing marketplaces to ensure adequate coverage (and therefore accurate estimates) for every $(a, b)$ pair.

3. Many right answers. To further complicate matters, open-ended tasks often have many ‘right’ answers, due to different underlying perspectives or beliefs, making it challenging to distinguish between the case when a worker is making mistakes, or the case when the worker is simply adopting a different perspective. For instance,
when clustering items—say a collection of images of everyday objects, workers may use different criteria—size, color, geometric shape—to cluster the items, while also inadvertently introducing errors.

4. **Multiple scales.** While boolean crowdsourcing typically operates on items (images, text) as a whole, open-ended crowdsourcing can additionally operate on portions of items. For example, when counting objects in an image, we may ask workers to count within portions of the image for less error-prone counts. There are an unbounded number of such portions that can be counted, making it hard to pick between them when selecting tasks to be assigned to workers.

5. **Many open-ended operators.** Unlike boolean crowdsourcing which is limited to a small number of operator types, there is a wide variety of open-ended operators, even for the same problem (including boolean ones as a subset). For example, for detecting where an object is present in an image, workers could draw a box around an object, fix a box, or compare boxes. The large number of alternatives makes it hard to design algorithms.

In short, these issues (1–3) lead to an increased complexity in reasoning about the underlying algorithms, and (4–5) an overwhelming number of design choices when it comes to designing algorithms.

**This Paper.** While there has been a large body of work on open-ended crowdsourcing, primarily from the HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) community, most of this work has been on creatively using open-ended crowdsourcing operators in workflows as opposed to understanding how to model and reason about them, and develop optimal algorithms. While there has been a deep, interesting, and important body of work from the database community (and to a certain extent from the AI and machine learning communities) on optimizing boolean crowdsourcing, our hope is to bring open-ended crowdsourcing the same kind of attention, especially given its importance as articulated above.

Therefore, in this paper, we aim to outline an emerging body of work in optimizing open-ended crowdsourcing from us and from other groups by developing a set of design principles that we have found to be effective for algorithm development, and by describing how these design principles were applied for a few papers that we have been working on in this space. Note that our survey of the emergent work on open-ended crowdsourcing will necessarily be biased by our own work that we’re most familiar with; this is not to indicate that the other work is not as important or as interesting, but merely indicates our lack of familiarity with them. We will attempt to categorize all of the open-ended crowdsourcing work from the database community that we are aware of, along with work from other communities in Section 4.

## 2 Design Principles for Open-Ended Crowdsourcing

We now describe some approaches that we’ve found to be successful in dealing with the increased modeling complexity (issues 1–3 above) and increased number of design choices (issues 4–5 above), followed by a solution scaffold or recipe for open-ended crowdsourcing.

### 2.1 Dealing with the Modeling Complexity

The challenges in modeling worker performance stems from the fact that there are far too many possible answers that workers can provide even for a single question or task. This means that we do not have a clear mechanism to aggregate worker answers, and nor do we have the ability to estimate error rates of the form $Pr[\text{worker answers } a | \text{true answer is } b]$ for all $(a, b)$ pairs. We have identified two ways of dealing with this modeling complexity, both of which essentially allow us to **transform** the worker answer into one or more boolean crowdsourcing answers, following which we can apply standard techniques from boolean crowdsourcing.

The first approach is to project the answer down to a finite set of choices. For example, if the worker provides an answer that is any rational number in a range, we can project this answer down to a finite set of integers; yet another way is to project it down into a binary choice: $\leq a$ or $> a$. Note that this approach is wasteful in that we lose some of the fine-grained information that workers are providing, and begs the question of why we
didn’t simply ask the boolean crowdsourcing question in the first place. Nevertheless, this simple approach is commonly used: we provide an example of this approach in Section 3.1.

The second approach is to decompose the answer down to answers to a collection of boolean crowdsourcing questions. As an example, if a worker is providing a transcription to a piece of audio, instead of treating the entire transcription as one open-ended crowdsourcing task, we can break it down into the sequence of individual words, each of which can be considered a response or a non-response to a word transcription task, which is much more manageable. By doing so, we can now model and reason about workers making mistakes at the level of words, rather than complete transcriptions. In transcription, at least, an additional challenge remains, which is to identify which words across workers were meant to be provided as output for the same portion of the audio piece. As another example, if a worker is providing a bounding box as an answer to a detection task, instead of treating the bounding box as a whole, we can decompose it down into boolean crowdsourcing answers for individual pixels: where if a pixel is part of the box drawn by a worker, the pixel gets a “yes” answer for the corresponding boolean crowdsourcing question, while it gets a “no” answer if it is not. This approach has the downside that the answers to the “pixel-level” boolean crowdsourcing questions are in fact not independent—if the answer to a specific pixel is “yes”, then it is more likely than the answer to a neighboring pixel is “yes” rather than no. By decomposing the open-ended crowdsourcing task to boolean crowdsourcing ones, we lose this information.

We also employ a third approach which is fundamentally different from the previous two. This last way of dealing with open-ended crowdsourcing tasks is a bit more ad-hoc, and problem dependent, but does not require us to discard any information. Here, we operate on the answers provided to the open-ended crowdsourcing tasks directly. Consider the answers to a single open-ended crowdsourcing task. We can represent each of these task answers as nodes in a graph, and connect nodes that are similar to each other (on some similarity metric, such as overlap) with an edge annotated by the degree of similarity. Once this graph of answers is constructed, we can apply standard graph clustering algorithms to identify various viewpoints among the open-ended task answers: the largest cluster or clique may represent the “consensus” answer. What can be done with these clusters is dependent on the problem. We provide an example of this approach in Section 3.2.

2.2 Dealing with the Increased Design Choices

As described previously, open-ended crowdsourcing brings with it a considerable increase in the number of alternative tasks that can be issued at each step. The increase is due to the large number of open-ended crowdsourcing task types available, and also because these tasks can be applied to portions of items and not just the items directly. We now describe our approaches to deal with these increased design choices.

Our first approach is one that has been applied in the past for boolean crowdsourcing, which is to estimate the information gain for issuing a specific task: here, an additional challenge is that the information gain may be hard to estimate because we do not have a good model to reason about worker performance. Nevertheless, we may be able to use proxies for information gain, e.g., prioritizing items or portions of items for which we have fewer answers than others, or more ambiguity, perhaps measured by projecting or decomposing the answer down to boolean tasks (as described in the previous section).

The second approach is to start at a coarser granularity and then drill-down only when needed. For instance, in transcription—we can have workers first transcribe the entire audio piece, and then have additional workers transcribe the portions that are were found to be ambiguous. We will describe another example of this approach in Section 3.1.

A last approach is to incorporate information from primitive machine learning algorithms to “direct” attention to specific items or portions of them. For example, if we know for certain that an object does not lie in a given portion of the image, we can remove those portions when providing workers the open-ended task where they are asked to draw a bounding box about the object of interest. Once again, we describe how this approach is used for counting in Section 3.1.
2.3 Solution Scaffold

We have developed an open-ended crowdsourcing problem-solving approach drawing on our mechanisms to deal with additional modeling and design choice complexity. While the specific instantiation may differ across problems, the overall principles still apply, and the insights transfer across. For each problem, we apply MARQED, short for Model-Aggregate-Reason-Quantify-Estimate-DrillDown: the first three (MAR) are tailored to managing modeling complexity, while the last three (QED) are tailored to managing design choice complexity.

In particular, MARQED stands for the following: (1) Model the performance of workers on open-ended operators; (2) Develop methods to Aggregate across their responses to identify one or more ‘right answers’; (3) Identify techniques to Reason about whether workers are generating their answers based on the same or different underlying perspective; (4) Develop procedures to Quantify the information gain of different open-ended operators, and the same operator operating on different items; (5) Design schemes to incorporate prior Estimates from automated algorithms to reduce costs; and (6) Develop Drill-Down techniques on the items to enable workers to examine an item more closely. Then, we design the open-ended crowdsourcing algorithm that can leverage (1–6) (if available)—see Figure 1; boxes in blue did not exist in boolean crowdsourcing, while boxes in gray are substantially different. Note that it is not necessary to develop solutions for all of (2–6) before we can reap considerable benefits in practice. Next, we describe how we applied MARQED in practice.

3 Example Problems in Open-Ended Crowdsourcing

In this section, we describe our results for two problems that we believe are representative of the challenges in open-ended crowdsourcing, along with our solution approaches, in addition to other problems in this space.

3.1 Counting

The goal of counting is to estimate the number of objects of a given type in an image at low cost; it is a basic computer vision primitive, with applications in security, medicine, and biology. Counting is a hard problem due to occlusion—the partial obscuring of objects behind other objects, with state-of-the-art automated techniques having accuracies less than 50% [17, 18].

In our paper [19], we develop cost-effective techniques to use crowds to accurately count the number of objects in images from two completely different domains—cell colonies in microscope photos, and people in Flickr photos. We now describe the components of our solution, drawing parallels to the MARQED methodology.

Model. Our open-ended operator is simple—we display an image or a portion of an image, and ask workers to provide the count of the number of objects in that portion. We find that workers do not make mistakes in counting when the number of objects in the image is less than a certain number $k$ (20 in our experiments); after that, workers start introducing errors, with the errors growing superlinearly as the number of objects increases. This may be because workers are not able to keep track of the objects they have already counted, or because they get fatigued beyond a certain point and start introducing errors. Using this insight, we model worker error by projecting down worker answers to boolean ones: if the answer is $< k$, then it is assumed to be correct; if the
answer is $\geq k$, then it is assumed to be incorrect i.e., given a worker provides a count $\geq k$, the only information we can deduce is that it is $\geq k$, but no additional information can be inferred.

While this simple model provides reasonable results, we are indeed wasting information by ignoring worker answers if they are $\geq k$. Using a more fine-grained error model along with maximum-likelihood estimation can help identify a current best estimate for an image or a portion of an image, allowing us to “skip ahead” to the portions that need more attention. That said, this fine-grained error model requires more expensive training data to estimate accurately.

**Drill-down.** Based on the simple error model, we can already develop a strategy for counting objects in images, by repeatedly splitting images and drilling-down. We model this process as a segmentation-tree, where the root node represents the original, complete image, and children of any node represent the segments obtained by splitting the parent image (using some splitting scheme, horizontal or vertical). Figure 2 shows one such example segmentation tree where the original image, $V_0$, is split into segments $\{V_1, V_2\}$, which are respectively split into $\{V_3, V_4\}$ and $\{V_5, V_6, V_7\}$.

![Figure 2: Segmentation Tree](image)

We refer to any set of mutually exclusive nodes (i.e. image segments) that when put together reconstruct the original complete image as a frontier of the segmentation-tree. We start by asking workers to count the number of images in the root node (i.e. the complete image). If they reply with a count greater than or equal to $k$, then we traverse down the segmentation tree by splitting the image and asking workers to provide the count for the children segments. If the count on all segments is smaller than $k$, then we are done. If not, we again split and repeat this process for every segment that still has a count $\geq k$, until we reach a frontier of image segments such that every one of them has a smaller count than $k$. This simple strategy has optimal competitive ratio for any given segmentation tree, and also returns counts with reasonable accuracies of 93% when counting people on a standard dataset [20]. This approach does come with one challenge: objects often span multiple sibling segments in the segmentation tree, and therefore have a danger of being double-counted. In our paper, we take the easy-way-out by asking workers to only count an object if more than half of it appears in the image segment. Further improvements may be possible.

**Reason and Aggregate.** Using our simple error model, reasoning about perspectives, and aggregation is not necessary—workers are expected to agree and provide correct answers as long as the true count is $< k$—thus we can simply ask one worker to count each image or portion of the image, and additional answers are not necessary. In practice, however, we find that sometimes workers may still introduce errors: to handle this, in our paper, we take three worker answers per question and take the median—this simple aggregation scheme is sufficient to resolve worker differences and obtain high accuracy count estimates. Finally, we sum up all the aggregated counts from the different constituent image segments to obtain the count for the original, whole image. Changes to the worker error model, for instance, using a fine-grained probabilistic model for maximum-likelihood count estimation, will open the road to more interesting aggregation challenges.

**Quantify.** While we did not implement other operators for this problem, there are a number of interesting alternatives that yield more information, at the expense of a little extra worker effort. For instance, we could ask workers to tag objects that they have already counted, say with a dot, to help eliminate double-counting as well as avoid missing objects. Tagged objects could serve as references for other workers, who could then mark additional objects missed by previous workers, or eliminate redundant instances.

**Estimate.** Even if the number of objects is in the hundreds, our algorithm on the segmentation tree may end up asking several “useless” questions at the higher levels all with count $\geq k$, while the “useful” questions (whose answers are actually used to compute the final count at the root) are at the frontier of the tree where the count is just $k$. However, it may be possible to use feedback from a primitive automatic segmentation algorithm to craft
a segmentation tree where there are no useless levels, and where objects do not span multiple sibling segments. Consider the problem of counting cells in biological images. Even though automated counting may be hard due to occlusion, we can partition the image into non-overlapping portions using the watershed algorithm [21] and learn prior counts for each partition using an SVM [22]. Note that these prior counts may be much smaller than expected (due to occlusion), but it suffices as a starting point.

Given these partitions and prior counts, we can construct a segmentation tree that groups multiple contiguous partitions together until they hit up to \( k \) objects each (based on the prior counts, which may be underestimating). This allows us to construct a segmentation tree where all levels are “useful” given our prior information. Since merging partitions together optimally is NP-HARD via a reduction from planar partitioning [23], we employ other heuristic techniques in our paper, such as first-fit [24]. We then traverse the tree asking workers as before. By using the prior machine-learned estimates in this fashion, we are able to skip several “useless” questions providing a 2x reduction in cost. It should be noted that the images of cell colonies are much more amenable to automated prior estimation techniques. It is an open challenge to explore whether similar techniques could be applied to other kinds of objects, where it is a lot harder to get accurate prior counts.

3.2 Clustering

Given a collection of items (e.g., images, documents), the goal of clustering, is to organize them into coherent groups. Collections of images or documents are commonplace; organizing them is essential before one can understand the themes in the collection, or improve search or browsing. Clustering embodies all the challenges faced by open-ended crowdsourcing: workers can have different perspectives leading to multiple “right” answers making worker responses hard to aggregate. The space of possible responses is also extremely large, since workers operate on multiple items simultaneously. The open-endedness of the problem also means that there are a number of different interfaces and operators that could conceivably be used. We shall now see how applying the MARQED approach allows us to reason about this challenging open problem in a principled fashion.

Model. Prior work has considered crowdsourced clustering, limited to the boolean operator where pairs of items are compared [25, 26]—as a result, crowd workers do not have any context to compare items. Also, the eventual clusterings end up having “mixed” perspectives, resulting in low accuracies. Instead we used a basic open-ended clustering operator, where a set of items are provided to workers, and they are asked to group them into an arbitrary number of disjoint clusters. Using this operator, we had multiple workers cluster a stylized image dataset with each image containing a shape with different sizes and colors, as a running example. First, we introduce the notion of concept hierarchies to capture the notion of worker cluster perspectives. One concept hierarchy for the concept of shapes, could be to have \{All Shapes\} divided into \{Quadrilaterals, non-Quadrilaterals\}, the latter of which is subdivided into \{Triangles, Circular Shapes\}. For any given dataset, the concept hierarchy need not be unique. For instance, another hierarchy would have \{All Shapes\} divided into \{Circular Shapes, Straight-Edged Shapes\}. When clustering, each worker answer can be seen to draw from one or more inherent concept hierarchies.

Figure 3 shows examples of real worker clusterings on our dataset. While workers 1 and 2 clustered based on color alone, workers 3, 4 and 5 clustered based on shape. We focus on the latter for the time being. One conceptual hierarchy, \( C \), “consistent” with workers 3, 4, and 5 is \{All Shapes\} divided into \{Quadrilaterals, Triangles, Circular Shapes\}, which are respectively subdivided into \{Squares, Rectangles\}, \{Scalene Triangles, Equilateral Triangles\}, and \{Circles, Ellipses\}. We additionally introduce the notion of frontiers on a given concept hierarchy to capture the notion of granularities: a frontier in a hierarchy is a set of nodes that do not have any ancestor-descendent relationship between them, and together cover all paths to the leaves. Each frontier corresponds to one valid granularity of clustering consistent
with the concept hierarchy. Representing the concept hierarchy, $C$, as a tree, we have worker 3 operating at the leaf nodes, or at the finest granularity of the tree, corresponding to the frontier \{Squares, Rectangles, Scalene Triangles, Equilateral Triangles, Circles, Ellipses\}. Similarly, worker 5 is operating at a depth of one in the tree, which is the coarsest non-trivial granularity and corresponds to the frontier \{Quadrilaterals, Triangles, Circular Shapes\}.

**Reasoning and Aggregation.** From our experiments on the stylized dataset, we make the following observations: (a) Workers cluster using different perspectives, e.g., some workers clustered using shape, and others clustered using color. That said, there was a dominant, popular clustering perspective, in this case, shape. (b) Even within a perspective, workers cluster at various granularities, e.g., some workers clustered shapes into rectangles and non-rectangles, while others broke up non-rectangles into fine-grained clusters. (c) Sometimes, there are confusing items that end up being placed in different clusters by different workers even if they agree on the perspective and the granularity.

To reason about workers’ perspectives, we develop a notion of consistency: two worker clusterings (i.e., a set of clusters formed by each worker) are consistent if for any pair of clusters $C, C'$, one from each worker, either $C \subseteq C', C' \subseteq C$, or $C \cap C' = \emptyset$, i.e., each cluster from one worker generalizes, specializes, or does not overlap with another worker’s clusters. This definition allows consistent workers to cluster at different granularities.

Given the notion of consistency, we can now directly operate on worker responses to identify whether there are any “consensus” clusterings, i.e., consensus concept hierarchies (perspectives), and frontiers within them (granularities), that emerge. This allows us to have a starting point to cluster the rest of the items. To do this, we generate a clustering graph, with one node per worker, with consistent pairs having an edge between them.

Figure 4 shows the clustering graph corresponding to the workers from Figure 3. Workers 1 and 2 both clustered based on color alone and were consistent with each other, while workers 3, 4, and 5 clustered by shape alone with no inconsistencies among themselves. We can show that under multinomial worker perspective selection models, the maximum likelihood worker perspective is the MAX-CLIQUE in the graph. Despite MAX-CLIQUE being NP-HARD, the clustering graph is often not large, making the problem tractable. In our paper, we additionally describe how we can incorporate worker error models, which introduce additional complexity to the problem.

**Quantify and Drill-Down.** So far, we have described how to use a single open-ended clustering operator and aggregate responses from it for a small number of items. However, if we have a large number of items, workers might not be able to cluster all of them in one go. This suggests the need for drilling-down, or splitting the set of items, and asking workers to cluster the resulting subsets. This raises the challenge of aggregating partial clusterings. For this purpose, we maintain a kernel of items across clustering tasks, akin to pivots in Polychronopoulos et al. [9], to be able to relate partial clusterings across each other, for aggregation. We design techniques to extend the current maximum likelihood hierarchy by merging worker responses on new items to the existing hierarchy—–we leverage these techniques to design a merging algorithm which aggregates clusterings from separate subsets together to output a consensus hierarchy on the original, complete set of items.

We additionally incorporate a categorization-based operator, once the consensus clustering is identified, to provide additional cost benefits, by categorizing the remaining items into the discovered clusters [27]. Instead of having workers repeatedly cluster many items (implicitly a many-to-many comparison), they only need to identify which cluster or category is appropriate for one item at a time, with the clusters being fixed.

Overall, our techniques lead to up to 3× better recall and 1.9× better accuracy than boolean clustering schemes using pairwise judgments [25, 26] on their datasets, for the same crowdsourcing cost.
3.3 Other Problems

We’ve applied the MARQED approach to other open-ended crowdsourcing problems. We describe some of these problems briefly here, followed by work done by others.

**Extraction.** The goal of extraction is to use crowdsourcing to gather entities of a specific type [28]. We considered a broad space of open-ended operators for this problem, leveraging the attributes of the entity set [29]. For example, musicians in Chicago can be categorized as guitarists, drummers, and so on, and may play music of various types. By considering these attributes, we can ask workers to answer more fine-grained open-ended questions: e.g., provide a jazz drummer in Chicago. This allows us to target the questions at the attribute combinations where we lack entities. However, the number of possible open-ended questions increases exponentially in the attributes, making the problem challenging. We showed that picking the best questions is NP-HARD, and found that a drill-down based technique works well, where we ask generic questions first (e.g., provide a musician), and then drill down and ask more specific questions later (e.g., provide a drummer in Lincoln Park).

**Searching.** The goal of crowd-assisted search [30,31], is to return relevant results from a corpus given a search query with embedded images, video, and/or text. Here, we once again found that the following open-ended problem solving aspects are helpful: (a) multiple open-ended operators; (b) starting at a coarser granularity and drilling down into more promising candidates; and (c) incorporating prior information – in this case from regular text search engines.

**Batching.** Boolean tasks are typically grouped into batches of 10s to 100s of tasks that are attempted by workers together—to reduce cost and effort—making it essentially one large open-ended task. However, these tasks are assumed to be answered independently, which is not the case. We developed a probabilistic model to reason about the answers incorporating two forms of judging: independent, where workers answer each question independently, or correlated, where workers implicitly rank the items and then pick the top-k to be positive, with the rest negative (i.e., the Plackett Luce model). We found that this model, led to substantial accuracy improvements over schemes that ignored these correlations [32].

In addition, there has been work by others on optimizing other open-ended crowdsourcing problems. We describe some of them below.

The goal of transcription is to transcribe a sequence of words into text; it is a very challenging problem, with automated techniques performing very poorly [33,34]. By decomposing worker answers down into individual words, one can apply standard multiple sequence alignment algorithms from the bioinformatics literature to align worker answers and identify consensus answers, leading to substantial improvements [34]; other work tries combining crowd answers with automated techniques [35,36]. Some prior work has also looked at the problem of detection — finding the location of objects in images, applying computer vision models and human input via a Markov Decision Process [37].

Other open-ended crowdsourcing work exists as well, for various purposes, including designing plans [38], rule mining [39], and pattern matching [40].

4 Related Work

The work on open-ended crowdsourcing is related to work in many areas.

**Area 1: Optimized Boolean Crowdsourcing.** There has been quite a bit of work on optimizing boolean crowdsourcing, targeting basic algorithms, including filtering [5,6,41], sorting [7], max [11,42,43], categorization [27], top-K [8,9,44], spatial crowdsourcing [45,46], and entity resolution (ER) [47,47–53].

**Area 2: Crowdsourcing Systems and Toolkits.** Many groups have been building crowdsourcing systems and toolkits to harness crowdsourcing in a “declarative” manner [54–57], as well as several domain-specific toolkits [30,31,58,59]. All these systems and toolkits could benefit from the design of optimized algorithms as building blocks.
Area 3: Quality Estimation: A number of papers perform simultaneous worker quality estimation and most accurate answer estimation, typically using the EM algorithm, sometimes providing probabilistic or partial guarantees, and sometimes modeling difficulty, bias, and adversarial behavior, e.g., [60–67]. To our knowledge, there is no work on applying EM to open-ended crowdsourcing tasks.

Area 4: Decision Theory: Recent work has leveraged decision theory for improving cost and quality in simple workflows, typically using POMDPs (Partially Observable MDPs), to dynamically choose the best decision to make at any step, e.g., [68, 69]. While some of this work could be applicable to some open-ended tasks, there are no optimality guarantees associated with any of these techniques.

5 Conclusion

Open ended crowdsourcing is not only challenging and interesting, but also necessary to meet the demands of the new generation of data-hungry applications. We hope that the next wave of crowdsourcing research from the database community will tackle more problems in this space, expanding the frontier of our understanding.
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Abstract

This article provides an overview of our research on data exploration. Our work aims to facilitate interactive exploration tasks in many big data applications in the scientific, biomedical and healthcare domains. We argue for a shift towards learning-based exploration techniques that automatically steer the user towards interesting data areas based on relevance feedback on database samples, aiming to achieve the goal of identifying all database objects that match the user interest with high efficiency. Our research realizes machine learning theory in the new setting of interactive data exploration and develops new optimizations to support “automated” data exploration with high performance over large databases. In this paper, we discuss a suite of techniques that draw insights from machine learning algorithms to guide the exploration of a big data space and leverage the knowledge of exploration patterns to optimize query processing inside the database.

1 Introduction

Today data is being generated at an unprecedented rate. Every day large data sets are collected from sensors and scientific instruments that monitor our environment. For instance, LSST [17], a leading effort in astronomical surveys, is expected to store 55 petabytes of raw imagery ultimately and the database catalog containing descriptions of these objects and their observations is expected to approach 50 petabytes in size. Although data volumes and the user community of big data sets continue to grow, the human ability to comprehend data remains as limited as before. Hence, in the “Big Data” era we are faced with an increasing gap between the growth of data and the limited human ability to comprehend the data. Our work on data exploration aims to deliver new software tools to bridge this increasing gap.

Database management systems (DBMSs) have been long used as standard tools to store data and query it to obtain valuable information. However, traditional DBMSs are suited for applications in which the structure and the content of the database, as well as the questions (queries) to be asked are already well understood by the user. Unfortunately, these fundamental assumptions made by the DBMSs are becoming less true as the volume and diversity of data grow. First, the structure and content of the database are hard to understand, even for database experts. Second, finding the right question to ask is a long running complex task by itself, often requiring a great deal of experimentation with queries, backtracking on the basis of query results and revision of results at various points in the process.
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Therefore, we argue that fundamental new models and tools are needed to increase the usability of DBMSs. Towards this direction, our work proposes “interactive data exploration” as a new service of a database management system, and it offers a suite of new algorithms, methods and optimizations to support this service for a broad user community across science, healthcare, and business. Our approach leverages machine learning techniques and offers new data management optimization algorithms to provide effective data exploration results as well as high interactive performance over databases of big sizes.

2 Interactive Data Exploration: Overview & Challenges

To support the task of interactive data exploration, we introduce a new approach for system-aided exploration of big data spaces that relies on automatically learning user interests and infers “classification” models that retrieve data relevant to the user interests. To achieve this, we rely on an interactive learning approach that iteratively requests user feedback on strategically collected data samples. In a nutshell, the user engages in a “conversation” with the system by characterizing a set of data samples as relevant or irrelevant to his interest. The user feedback is incrementally incorporated into the system and used to gradually improve the effectiveness of the query steering process, that is, to lead the user towards interesting data areas and eventually generate a classification model that precisely characterizes the set of data matching the user interest.

This interactive query steering process is depicted in Figure 1. Initially, the user is presented with a sample set selected to capture the diversity of the overall data exploration space. The iterative query steering process starts when the user provides feedback on the relevance of these samples. Labeled samples are used as the training set of a classification model that characterizes the user interest, i.e., predicting the data objects relevant to the user based on the feedback collected so far (Learning). Subsequent iterations aim to refine the characterization of the user interest by exploring further the data space: it identifies promising data areas to be sampled further (Space Exploration) and it retrieves the next sample set to show to the user. To achieve that, we leverage current knowledge of the user interest as defined by the user model. New samples and the user feedback on them are incorporated with the already labeled samples and a new user model is built in the next iteration. The above steps are executed iteratively aiming to converge to a model that captures the user interest within acceptable accuracy. The steering process is terminated when the classifier’s accuracy reaches a system-defined threshold (i.e., on the number of labeled objects or convergence rate) or the user terminates the process explicitly.

In our framework, users are asked for feedback on data objects. In the back-end, each object is mapped to a set of features collected through domain-specific feature extraction tools. Data objects in our target applications include many layers of features. We make a concrete distinction between the feature space one uses for visualizing data objects for annotation and the feature space used for exploration. Specifically, while the front-end should visualize high-level features which humans can understand and interact with effectively (i.e., pictures, maps, summarized values), the back-end exploration is performed on an extended set of dimensions that include also lower level features. This distinction allows users to review data objects while concealing the detailed feature (attribute) set of the underlying database. At the same time, it allows for more effective exploration as the system learns user interests based on a set of features that is wider from the one humans can perceive. Hence, our learning-based approach can provide more insightful descriptions of the user interests than the one humans could generate manually.

Figure 1: Interactive Data Exploration.
**Research Challenges** Towards realizing our vision for a learning-based data exploration system, we have identified two main research challenges:

1. *Fast Convergence*: A core research issue is to decide our exploration areas and how to sample them for objects to present to the user for further feedback. The challenge is to make such exploration decisions in a way that the user model converges to the true model with the minimum number of labeled samples.

2. *Interactive Performance*: The learning and space exploration steps of each iteration must offer interactive performance, e.g., complete within seconds, as the user may be waiting online. This challenge becomes even more apparent in large databases.

Existing DBMSs are not designed to support multi-step exploration tasks with interactive performance over large databases. At the same time, existing machine learning algorithms cannot solve our data exploration problem either. Classification algorithms (e.g., [3]) can build the user model but do not deal with the question of which data samples to show to the user and cannot be used to tackle the challenge for fast convergence. Active learning solutions [24] aim to identify the most promising data samples to label in order to maximize the learning outcome while minimizing the user effort. However, our recent results [9] revealed that those algorithms are not designed for interactive data exploration over large databases as they examine and rank all database objects before they identify the best sample to show to the user. Therefore, they cannot offer fast convergence nor interactive performance on big data sets.

In a nutshell, existing machine learning algorithms and database systems do not address the two main challenges of interactive data exploration. Hence, our research advocates a close synergy between machine learning and database algorithms and offers methods and tools that address the above research challenges.

### 3 Learning-based Exploration Strategies

We next discuss two exploration strategies that target diverse types of user interests. One uses decision tree classifiers for predicting linear interest patterns and the second one uses SVM (Support Vector Machine) models for capturing non-linear interest patterns.

#### 3.1 Decision trees: learning linear patterns

Decision-tree classifiers can be very effective in discovering linear patterns of user interests, i.e., interests captured by conjunctive and/or disjunctive of linear (range) predicates. We refer to such interests as *relevant areas*. We designed an exploration framework [7–9] that leverages decision tree learning to efficiently produce highly accurate user models. Decision trees are easy-to-interpret prediction models that describe the features characterizing our relevant objects. Hence, the classification rules can be easily translated to simple boolean expressions and therefore to query expressions that retrieve all objects predicted to be relevant to the user.

The exploration is performed in a $d$-dimensional space where each tuple represents a $d$-dimensional object and the relevant areas are hyper-rectangles with up to $d$ dimensions. The exploration space may include attributes both relevant and irrelevant to the final expression that captures the true user interest. The steering process starts when the user provides feedback on the relevance of the first set of retrieved samples. We assume a binary feedback model where the user indicates whether a data object is relevant or not to her. The labeled samples are used to train a decision tree which may use any subset of the $d$ attributes of the exploration space to characterize user interests. Each iteration refines the characterization of the user interest by exploring further the data space trying to collect more insight on what the user likes as well as exploiting the knowledge we have collected.

**Exploration.** To explore our data space, our framework defines sampling areas over multiple exploration levels. For a given level, we divide each normalized attribute domain into width ranges that cover a given
percentage of the normalized domain, effectively creating a number of grid cells (Figure 2(a)). The width of each cell defines the granularity of the specific exploration level. A lower number leads to more grid cells of smaller width per dimension. Each cell in our grid covers a certain range of attribute values for each of the d exploration attributes. Therefore, each cell includes a set of unique attribute value combinations and it includes the data objects that match these attribute values. For the same exploration level we also construct k clusters, by clustering off line all data in the data space. By default our highest level creates a single cluster and each level doubles the number of clusters of its previous one.

Our exploration step starts by sampling at the highest exploration level (i.e., with one cluster and one grid cell) and moves on at each iteration to the next lower level until the user terminates the exploration. At each level it samples dense areas by collecting one random sample within each cluster of that level. Next, it samples sparse sub-areas by retrieving one random sample within specific grid cells of the same exploration level. These are the non-empty grid cells from within which no sample has been retrieved yet. The user is presented with the all collected samples and provides feedback. This approach adjusts the sample size to the skewness of our exploration space (i.e., we collect more samples from dense sub-areas) while it ensures that any sparse relevant areas will not be missed (i.e., sparse sub-areas are sufficiently explored).

**Exploitation.** The exploitation step aims to leverage prior knowledge. At each iteration it uses the feedback collect so far as well as the latest user model to identify promising data areas to be sampled further. Specifically, we exploit the following information:

- **Misclassified objects:** We randomly sample around each false negative (i.e., objects labeled as relevant but classified as non-relevant by the latest user model) (Figure 2(b)). To further reduce the sampling areas (and hence the sampling overhead), clustering techniques are used to identify close-by false negatives (which most likely belong to the same relevant area) and create a single sample area around each of the generated clusters. This technique increases both the precision and the recall of the user model (since it increases the relevant samples) while reducing the false negatives.

- **Decision boundaries:** Given a set of relevant areas identified by the decision tree classifier, we randomly sample around each boundary (Figure 2(b)) aiming to refine them and improve the accuracy of our user model. The approach is applied in parallel to all the boundaries of the relevant areas, allowing us to shrink/expand each area as we get more feedback from the user.

In Figure 3 we demonstrate the impact our exploration and exploitation techniques. Our evaluation metric is the number of samples we need to reach different accuracy levels of our user model. We measure accuracy by the F-measure (i.e., the harmonic mean of precision and recall) and we assume the user’s relevant objects lie within one single area that covers 7-9% of the normalized domain of the rowc and colc attributes of the PhotoObjAll table in the SDSS database [26]. In this figure, **Explore** uses only the exploration step, **Explore/ExploitFN** uses the exploration and the exploitation of the false negatives and **Explore/ExploitAll** uses the exploration and all exploitation steps (i.e., false negatives and boundaries). The results show that combining all three steps gives the best results, i.e., better accuracy...
with fewer labeled samples. Specifically, using only the exploration step requires more than 800 labeled samples to reach an accuracy higher than 20%. Adding the false negative exploitation increases the accuracy by an average of 54%. Finally, adding the boundary exploitation further improves the accuracy by an average of 15%. Hence, all three phases are highly effective in predicting relevant areas while reducing the amount of user effort.

3.2 SVM: discovering non-linear patterns

Non-linear patterns, that is, patterns that cannot be captured by range predicates, are prevalent in applications ranging from location-based searches to scientific exploration tasks using complex predicates. While our decision tree based approach can approximate non-linear patterns, it suffers from poor performance. For example, to predict a circle-shaped relevant area \((rowc-742.76)^2+(colc-1022.18)^2 < 100^2\) on two location attributes \(rowc\) and \(colc\) in the SDSS data set [26], the decision tree model required over 1800 training samples and approximated the circle region with 95% accuracy using 71 range predicates combined through conjunction/disjunction, as illustrated in Figure 4. This motivated us to seek a more efficient approach to supporting non-linear patterns, reducing both the user labeling effort and the querying and sampling cost in the database.

Our exploration approach uses Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as the classification algorithm [7]. Here, the training set (i.e., labeled samples) in the data space is mapped, via a kernel function, to a higher-dimensional feature space where examples of different classes are linearly separable. Figure 5 shows a 3-dimensional feature space (manually selected by us) where the training points of the circle area in Figure 4 are linearly separated; in practice an SVM may need many more dimensions to see such linear separation. Then among the many hyperplanes that might classify the data in the feature space, SVM selects the one, called the decision boundary \(L\), with the largest distance to the nearest mapped samples of any class; this boundary \(L\) is used as the model of user interest as it separates relevant from irrelevant objects. The main challenge here is to identify at each iteration of the exploration process, the next to-be-labeled sample that can quickly improve the accuracy of the current user model \(L\).

**Exploration.** Recent active learning theory [2] proposed to choose the example closest to the current decision boundary. However, they suggest a search through the entire data set in each iteration, which is prohibitively expensive. Pre-computation to store the distance of each tuple to the current decision boundary is not possible either, because the decision boundary changes in each iteration. Our system puts active learning theory into practice: we find the unlabeled example closest to the current decision boundary \(L\) without retrieving all the tuples and evaluating their distances to \(L\). Our system uses two techniques for identifying samples to show to the user in each iteration.

**Bounding the search area using decision trees.** We define a \(\delta\)-region around the current SVM decision boundary \(L\) and form a two-class training data set such that points inside the \(\delta\)-region are the relevant class and points outside the \(\delta\)-region are not. Then a decision tree can be trained to approximate the \(\delta\)-region and can be easily translated to an exploration query, \(Q\), to send to the database \(D\).
Finally, given the query result \( Q(D) \subseteq D \), we iterate over this set and find the example closest to \( L \). Note that \( \delta \) can be set to balance two trends: a too small \( \delta \) can lead to too few training points in the relevant class while a too large \( \delta \) may result in \( Q(D) = D \).

**Branch and bound search.** Our system also builds indexes such as R-trees [1] and CF trees [29] over the database, and performs fast branch-and-bound search over these indexes. Take R-tree for example. Each R-tree node offers a hyper-rectangle, \([a_j, b_j], j = 1, \ldots, d\), as a minimum bounding box of all the data points reachable from this node. Given the current SVM decision boundary \( L \), we search the R-tree top-down in a depth-first fashion and always maintain the current closest tuple, \( x^* \), and its distance to \( L \), \( f(x^*, L) \equiv f^* \). Note that \( f^* = +\infty \) before any leaf node is visited. For each intermediate node visited, we dynamically compute a lower bound of the distance from any point in its hyper-rectangle to \( L \) by calling a constrained optimization solver:

\[
\min_{x} f(x, L) \text{ s.t. } a_j \leq x^{(j)} \leq b_j, \ j = 1, \ldots, d.
\]

If the lower bound is already higher than \( f^* \), we can prune the entire subtree rooted at this node. Once we reach a leaf node, we can update \( x^* \) and \( f^* \) accordingly. Then the final \( x^* \) is the closest tuple to \( L \) in the entire database.

While the above optimizations may lead to a more efficient implementation of active learning theory, we also observe that existing learning theory falls short in two aspects.

**Convergence rates.** Although active learning theory aims to identify the best samples from input to expedite the convergence of the model, it offers only asymptotic results on the convergence rate [27]. To bring such theory to practice, it is crucial to know the accuracy of the user interest model at any point of the exploration process, so that the DBMS knows when the model is “good enough” and can return the rest of relevant objects from the database with high confidence. Our current research is performing an in-depth analysis of the convergence rate in order to provide useful runtime information on the effectiveness of a learned model.

**Sparse or insufficient samples.** Our initial results reveal that SVM-based exploration strategies suffer from slow convergence when the data space involves more than 4 or 5 dimensions (high dimensionality) and when the true user interest model amounts to a very small area in the total data space (high selectivity). In the case of high dimensionality, samples are sparsely distributed in the data space, which prevents SVM from learning the correct model efficiently even if the number of truly relevant dimensions is limited. In the case of high selectivity, the true user interest model may select less than 1% of the objects in the database. Existing active learning theory leads to a sample set that is strongly biased towards negative samples. Such imbalance between negative samples and positive samples also causes SVM to take long to learn the correct model. Our ongoing work is exploring new sampling techniques for the workloads where existing active theory does not work well.

## 4 Supporting Interactive Performance

Our research aims to advance the state-of-the-art of database system design by developing new query processing and optimization techniques for new data exploration workloads. Next we describe two optimizations that are part of our future work.

### 4.1 Sample Acquisition Optimizations

Our data exploration approach adds a big processing overhead on the underlying data processing engine due to large numbers of sample acquisition queries issued to retrieve additional samples. These queries represent new interesting workloads in the data processing back-end. Next we discuss the unique characteristics of these exploration queries and propose optimizations for these workloads.

In the decision tree-based exploration, our results indicated that our data exploration workload consists mostly of numerous range queries on individual attributes. Specifically, for \( k \) \( d \)-dimensional data areas characterized as relevant by the classifier and for \( m \) misclassified objects we execute \((k + m) \times d\) range queries, or
hyper-rectangle queries in the $d$-dimensional space, in each iteration\(^1\). To illustrate the workload better, consider two attributes, $A$ and $B$, used in a decision tree. The exploration queries may include $Q_1$: $A \in [a_1, a_2]$ and $B \in (-\infty, \infty)$, where dense sampling is performed for $A \in [a_1, a_2]$ and $B \in [b_1, b_2]$, and sparse random sampling is performed for $B \in (-\infty, b_1) \cup (b_2, \infty)$ to check if the attribute $B$ is irrelevant to the user interest. Similarly, we may also have a simultaneous exploration query $Q_2$: $A \in (-\infty, \infty)$ and $B \in [b_3, b_4]$, where areas of $A \in [a_3, a_4]$ and $B \in [b_3, b_4]$ are densely sampled while $A \in (-\infty, a_3) \cup (a_4, \infty)$ is randomly sampled. If we have a covering index on $(A, B, C)$, the access patterns of the two queries in the index are illustrated in Figure 6. As the dimensionality of the exploration queries increases, e.g., to 5 or 10 attributes, the number of simultaneous queries and the overlap among them increase significantly. Similarly, in the SVM-based exploration, the exploration queries may be $k$-nearest neighbor queries from a set of data points (support vectors), which can be viewed as a set of ball-shaped queries in a $d$-dimensional space where significant overlap among these queries exists.

Since each iteration of query steering may issue many simultaneous queries with possible overlap in the data space, separate evaluation of these queries wastes processing resources and leads to poor performance. Traditional multiple-query optimization [20, 21, 23] and continuous query processing (e.g., [5, 6]) focus on analyzing query expressions and finding the common sub-expressions for shared processing. Our exploration queries, however, have more clearly-defined access patterns, e.g., a set of hyper-rectangles or ball-shaped areas in a $d$-dimensional space. Hence more effective optimizations may be possible. For instance, given a covering index that includes all attributes in the exploration queries, a single scan of all the leaf nodes of the covering index offers an improvement because it avoids repeated scans of the overlapped regions among queries. When the index is large itself, better prediction of necessary regions to visit allow us to skip a fraction of leaf nodes of the index. Furthermore, some queries could mix dense sampling in focused regions and sparse random sampling in wide regions as shown in Figure 6. Hence, the multi-query optimization will also consider quick random sampling using indexes [19].

### 4.2 Model-based Collaborative Filtering: Predicting exploration trajectories

Data exploration tasks can greatly benefit from information about past user profiles. To this end, we recently focused on how to leverage detailed information of user profiles with the end goal of improving the efficiency of interactive data exploration tasks. User profiles include feedback on data objects, the final classification model as well as its lineage, i.e., sequence of steering queries and samples that resulted from the exploration process.

To leverage past user exploration profiles, we employ a model-based collaborative filtering approach. Collaborative filtering (CF) uses the known preferences of a group of users to predict the unknown preferences of other users. Model-based CF systems involve learning a model based on data objects (aka items) ratings. This allows the system to learn to recognize complex patterns based on the training data, and then make intelligent predictions for collaborative filtering tasks based on the learned models without having to use the complete data set every time. This offers the benefits of speed and scalability making model-based CF techniques a good fit for real-time predictions on the basis of very large data sets.

In the context of our interactive data exploration framework clustering models can be used to predict relevant areas and recommend them to the back-end as promising sampling areas. Specifically, clustering algorithms can identify groups of users who appear to have similar relevance feedback. Once the clustering model is created, we can leverage it during an online exploration task as follows. Given the relevance feedback of the current

---

\(^1\)In some cases, the data space can be reduced to include only relevant attributes however, in the worse case scenario, sampling queries are executed on all $d$ dimensions of the exploration space.
user, the system predicts the cluster it belongs to, i.e., its neighbors with respect to their relevant objects. Then a traditional CF algorithm is applied to rate candidate areas to sample based on the interests of only these neighbors. At each iteration, more feedback is collected and our prediction of the “neighbors” improves helping the system to converge faster to the current user’s classification model. Our clustering-based approach has better scalability than typical CF methods because it makes predictions within much smaller clusters rather than the entire user and object base. The complex and expensive clustering computation is run once offline and the resulting clusters can be used by any future user. Next we sketch the technique in more detail.

Cluster-based Exploration CF techniques use user ratings on data objects to calculate the similarity between users (or objects) and make predictions according to those calculated similarity values. However, similarity values are based on common data objects and therefore are unreliable when the common data objects rated by the users are therefore few. This is indeed the case of our interactive exploration framework: users provide feedback on few sample objects of the entire database and the intersection of labeled data sets of past users is often quite small, even when user interests highly overlap. To address this challenge we apply our clustering-based exploration on the level of the predicted relevant areas as opposed to labeled items by using past user models.

Each past user of our interactive exploration framework, \( u_i \in \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_m\} \), is represented by its final classification model that characterizes the relevant areas for that user. Given a collection of user models one can identify a partitioning schema of the data space such that each partition \( p_i \in \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \) involves items that are all relevant to the same set of users. Each user is represent by (partition, relevance) pairs which can be summarized in a user-partition table \( R \). This table \( R \) is a matrix of the relevance score \( R_{ij} \) that is provided by the user \( u_i \) on the partition \( p_j \). For a binary relevance feedback model \( R_{ij} = 1 \) if the partition \( p_j \) contains objects characterized as relevant by the model of user \( u_i \) and is 0 otherwise. Alternatively one can use a fixed partitioning schema of the exploration space in which case the relevance score \( R_{ij} \) is the degree of overlap between the user’s predicted relevant areas and the partition \( p_j \).

We use a clustering algorithm on the user partition table \( R \) to form groups of users that appear to provide similar relevance feedback (identified the same partitions as relevant). We can then assign the current user to one of these clusters as follows. Given the active user’s \( u_a \) latest decision tree, we calculate the overlap of the user’s relevant areas with each data partition \( p_i \). We create a vector with the overlap per partition \( R_i \) vector to characterize the current user. Full overlap indicates a relevance of 1 for that partition and no overlap a relevance of zero. Partial overlap can be calculated based on the size of the overlapping area. Using this vector the current user will be assigned to the cluster with the most relevant past users (i.e., users that explored similar partitions).

Once the neighborhood is obtained, a CF algorithm is used to predict the relevance score for all partitions. In particular, the relevance (prediction) score \( R_{a,j} \) for the active user \( u_a \) on a partition \( p_j \) can be calculated by aggregating the neighbors relevance feedback on the partition \( p_j \) using a number of aggregation functions. Examples include averaging the relevance score of that partition over all the neighbors or calculating the weighted average of the neighbors relevance feedback where the weight is based on the Pearson similarity between the neighbor and the current user (i.e., the more similar two users are wrt to their feedback, the higher their weight on identifying promising sampling areas).

Our data exploration framework can leverage the output of the above process in multiple ways. For example, we can use the relevance score of each partition for the current user to apply a weighted sampling on them, i.e., more relevant partitions are sampled with higher ratio than less relevant ones. Diversification techniques [16] can also be combined with the relevance score in order to identify the most diversified set of samples with high relevance score to show to the current user. Collecting feedback on these samples will allow our system to collect more insight on the user’s interests. All the above can be executed iteratively - each round improves the user model which improves also the relevance predictions on each partition increasing eventually the convergence rate of our exploration.
4.3 Dimensionality Reduction

Our initial results revealed that the exploration space is often characterized by high redundancy. As data sets become highly multi-dimensional data exploration suffers from slow convergence. This is due to the fact that many dimensions are correlated with others while some are irrelevant to the user’s interest.

**Offline Reduction** Eliminating redundant feature combinations can be done offline by removing dimensions with low variation, since these dimensions will not be “useful” to our classifier. To demonstrate this with an extreme example, if all sky objects have the same brightness level, then the brightness attribute will not be a good separator of irrelevant/relevant objects. Variation along each dimension can be captured by the variance of its values and dimensions with relatively low variance can be removed. Principal component analysis (PCA) can also be used offline to identify only the uncorrelated dimensions our models should be using.

**Online Reduction** Online reduction techniques aim to identify dimensions irrelevant to the current user and hence eliminate them as early as possible from the exploration space. One approach we explore is based on the expectation that the distribution of relevant labels collected from the current user will be more scattered when projected on irrelevant dimensions and more clustered on specific areas of the relevant domains. Based on this, projecting the samples characterized as relevant on each dimension of our exploration area and comparing their distribution across each dimension independently could indicate the most relevant dimensions and allow us to adapt the number of samples to be higher for the relevant domains.

We also leverage past user models to identify dimensions irrelevant to the current user. Specifically, past user models (i.e., decision trees) reveal the relevant dimensions for past users. Hence, once the neighbors of the current user are identified we apply dense sampling on the relevant dimensions for these neighbors and sparse sampling on the rest of the exploration domains. The collected feedback is further used to identify the relevant dimensions for the current user as described above.

5 Prototyping and Demonstration

We have implemented a prototype of our interactive data exploration framework that includes the techniques we described in Section 3.1 and 3.2. The system is designed on top of a relational database system and its architecture (Figure 7) includes three software layers: (1) an interactive visualization front-end, (2) the AIDE middleware that implements our exploration techniques and (3) a database backend supporting our data exploration. An initial prototype of our system was demonstrated at VLDB 2015 [7].

![Figure 7: Architecture of our system](image)

Our visualization front-end provides several functionalities. The user is initially presented with the database schema and he can select an initial subset of attributes of interest, which will be refined later by the data exploration. Our front-end can also visualize domain distributions of each attribute to further allow the user to filter attributes based on the domain characteristics and restrict the value ranges of the relevant attributes for consideration (e.g., focus on a dense region or a region close to a landmark). Users can select between different types of plots of the underlying data distributions, such as histograms and heat maps. Figure 8a shows a histogram example on an attribute in the SDSS [26] data set.

The system starts a series of iterations of sample labeling, model learning and space exploration. The front-end supports this process by visualizing various subspaces of the exploration attributes, presenting data samples to the user, collecting yes/no labels from the user regarding the relevance of the shown samples and showing the locations of labeled samples in the exploration space. Figure 8b shows an example of this interface.
Sitting below the visualization front-end is the “automatic user steering” layer (middleware in Figure 7), which is the heart of our system. This component is implemented in Java, with a few machine learning libraries integrated in the system. At each iteration it incorporates the newly collected labeled samples and generates a new classification model. At any point the user can request a visualization of the current user model (i.e., decision tree or SVM decision boundary) which entails highlighting the objects classified as relevant to the user. The user can then decide to stop the exploration (if he is satisfied with the current set of identified objects) or to proceed to the next round of exploration.

The database backend uses PostgreSQL. The database engine includes various sampling techniques implemented as stored procedures. These techniques are designed to support the exploration approaches we discussed above. For example one procedure supports the decision tree approach to learning linear patterns (§3.1) by selecting a predefined number of random samples within a given distance from the center of a d-dimensional area, while other procedures support random and weighted sampling.

6 Related Work

Numerous recent research efforts focus on data exploration. The vision for automatic, interactive navigation in databases was first discussed in [4] and more recently in [28]. YMALDB [10] supports data exploration by recommending to the user data similar to his query results. DICE [15] supports exploration of data cubes using faceted search and in [12] they propose a new “drill-down” operator for exploring and summarizing groups of tuples. SciBORQ [25] relies on hierarchical database samples to support scientific exploration queries within strict query execution times. Idreos et al. [18] proposed a system for interactive data processing tasks aiming to reduce the time spent on data analysis. In [22] they interactively explore the space based on statistical properties of the data and provide query suggestions for further exploration. In [11] they propose a technique for providing feedback during the query specification and eventually guiding the user towards her intended query. In [13] users rely on prefetching and incremental online processing to offer interactive exploration times for window-based queries. SearchLight [14] offers fast searching, mining and exploration of multidimensional data based on constraint programming. All the above systems differ from our approach: we rely on the user’s feedback on data samples to create progressively an effective training set for generating machine learning models that predict the user’s data interests.
7 Conclusions

This article provided an overview of our on-going work on learning-based data exploration. We highlighted the research challenges and a set of solutions that attempt to address them. Our proposed techniques can be crucial for deriving insights from huge and complex data sets found in many discovery-oriented applications. Human exploration effort across large data sets will be significantly reduced, as users will be methodically steered through the data in a meaningful way. Such automated steering, fully exploiting user interests and application characteristics while grounded in rigorous learning theory, will assist users in discovering new interesting data patterns and eliminate expensive ad-hoc exploratory queries.
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Abstract

Existing benchmarks for analytical database systems such as TPC-DS and TPC-H are designed for static reporting scenarios. The main metric of these benchmarks is the performance of running different SQL queries over a predefined database. In this paper, we argue that such benchmarks are not suitable for evaluating modern interactive data exploration (IDE) systems, which allow data scientists of varying skill levels to manipulate, analyze, and explore large data sets, as well as to build models and apply machine learning at interactive speeds. While query performance is still important for data exploration, we believe that a much better metric would reflect the number and complexity of insights users gain in a given amount of time. This paper discusses challenges of creating such a metric and presents ideas towards a new benchmark that simulates typical user behavior and allows IDE systems to be compared in a reproducible way.

1 Introduction

There exists an ever growing set of data-centric systems that allow data scientists of varying skill levels to manipulate, analyze and explore large data sets. For example, tools like Tableau or Cognos allow users to quickly analyze high-dimensional data using an interactive and visual interface. Research prototypes like imMens [27], DICE [16, 17] or IDEA [9] aim to improve upon systems like Tableau by using specialized data structures, pre-fetching, and/or approximation techniques to guarantee interactive latencies over big data sets. Other research projects like SeeDB [20] or Data Polygamy [5] help users during the exploration process by providing recommendations for interesting visualizations or correlations, whereas systems like DataWrangler [19], Trifacta [45] or Paxata [33] assist users in data wrangling and cleaning.

Although many systems and techniques have been proposed, there is currently no systematic way to evaluate and compare them. For instance, DICE [17] and IDEA [7, 9, 12] both aim to allow users to interactively explore large data sets, but do so through different techniques. Both systems leverage speculative execution, but DICE uses a set of pre-defined exploration paths (e.g., drill-down, roll-up, pivot, etc.) to decide what to speculatively execute, whereas IDEA’s model is based on a simpler set of operations which only depend on the current set of visualizations shown on screen. Similarly, both systems try to re-use results between interactions. While DICE finds overlap among different queries using standard relational algebra rewrites, IDEA rewrites queries on the probability level. This allows IDEA, in contrast to DICE, to also reuse incomplete results. Furthermore, IDEA’s
goal is to support complex analytical workflows including predictive model building. Therefore, IDEA provides an unbounded 2D workspace and a set of pen/touch gestures to support complex analytical workflows. As opposed to DICE, which uses a more traditional interface and focuses mainly on the interactivity of traditional data-cube operations. Even though both systems are designed for interactive analytics, it is hard to draw a comparison due their different approaches and goals. Moreover, systematically comparing a system which provides approximate results, like IDEA, with a system which always calculates the full result, like Hyper [22], is a complicated question on its own. This is due to the fact that it requires determining when an approximate answer meets the same standards as the final answer to the user.

What is needed is a new benchmark for interactive data exploration systems. This is challenging because such a benchmark has to be user focused and the system’s performance, which is the main metric of existing analytical benchmarks such as TPC-H [44] and TPC-DS [43], is no longer the most important metric. Moreover, in interactive data exploration systems users incrementally build queries over the course of a session, which is another factor that is not represented in the workloads of the previously stated analytical benchmarks. Arguably the only important metric for data exploration systems is how efficient a user can gain insights from a new data set such as Insights per Minute. Clearly, the time to execute a single query has an impact on this metric; the longer queries run, the longer users take to find an interesting insight. What makes it more complicated is that many other aspects have an impact too. First, as IDEA and DICE have demonstrated, reuse of intermediate results and idle time between interactions can be exploited therefore making workflow performance dependent on many other factors. Secondly, the time of fully running a single query matters less. For example, a system which provides 99% accurate answers for 10 queries is – in most cases – superior over a system which provides a 100% correct answer for a single query in the same amount of time. Third, a system that slowly executes some of its queries, but additionally recommends some interesting visualizations to the user or detects common data errors and other pitfalls is arguably the better tool. Finally, the user interface itself often can have a profound impact on how quickly users can make discoveries.

However, measuring the time to insights requires the design, implementation and evaluation of open-ended user studies, which can be time-consuming, expensive and hard to compare (see Section 3.1). Instead we argue for a benchmark that simulates common user behaviour during visual data exploration sessions. While this approach does not allow comparison of all facets of data exploration systems (e.g., the quality of a visual recommendation), we hope it will enable comparing techniques and systems across a multitude of common interactive exploration tasks. Furthermore, such benchmark results can then be augmented with individualized user studies to evaluate features outside of the scope of this benchmark.

Finally, as discussed before, recent interactive data exploration tools not only focus on the aspect of visual data browsing using simple analytical functions but also offer a broad range of other extensions ranging from interactive model building and machine learning over producing visual recommendations to interactive data cleaning. Covering all these aspects is a major challenge when designing a new benchmark.

In this paper, we make the first step towards defining such a new benchmark. We discuss the challenges of simulating users for benchmarking the different components of an interactive data exploration system. We also suggest potential metrics to measure the performance of these systems. The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows: Section 2 describes a potential data exploration session and its various facets; Section 3 talks about insights per minute as a metric and why it is problematic to measure in a benchmark; Section 4 discusses challenges and initial solutions for benchmarking the core functionality of an interactive data exploration systems. Sections 6, 5, and 7 extend upon these ideas to also include other aspects of IDE including visual recommendations, model building, risk evaluation, and data cleaning issues. Section 8 surveys ways to evaluate the overall user experience, and finally, Section 6 concludes.
2 A Motivational Example

To motivate various aspects an IDE benchmark should take into consideration, we outline a fictional data exploration scenario inspired by projects that have recently emerged in this field, such as Vizdom/IDEA [8, 9], SeeDB [20], QUDE [2], and imMens [27].

2.1 Use Case

Eve is a medical researcher at a major Boston area hospital. She obtained a new data set containing information about intensive care unit (ICU) patients including demographics, physical information, disease codes as well as blood test results, as available in the MIMIC II data set [29]. She wants to get an overview of the data and gain insights. Eve starts off by visualizing different attributes containing physical and demographic information by creating visualizations depicting the distribution of all ages, weights and heights (Figure 1 A). She notices that patient ages are frequently set to -1, indicating that those values were not correctly recorded. She applies a data cleaning step that replaces all such occurrences with null (Figure 1 B) such that they are treated by the system as missing values. Weight and height have the same issue. However, because weight and height are strongly correlated, she decides not to substitute the missing values with null, but to perform a different data-cleaning operation that estimates missing values based on correlated attributes (Figure 1 C).

Figure 1: A: visualizations of patients’ ages, weights and heights. B: Eve drags out a data-cleaning operator (1), links it to the plot of ages (2) and finally selects the range of age values that she wants to replace with null. C: Eve drags out a different data-cleaning operator (1). She links it to the weight visualization (2) and again selects the range of weight values she wants to clean (3). The system shows her the attributes that are most correlated with weight and Eve decides to use height and BMI (4) as the base attributes to estimate missing weight values. She creates a new visualization that shows the resulting weight distribution after this cleaning step.

Next, she is interested in finding out more about age distributions of different diseases. She creates a chain of visualizations that allows her to inspect age distributions of patients with a metabolic disease, and of patients with a heart failure (Figure 2). She then realizes that the two distributions are dissimilar and decides to test the difference for statistical significance. Because Eve substituted ‘-1’ values with null, the system automatically knows that it should not consider the null-values as part of the permutation test. Optionally, based on these interactions the system could automatically recommend other attributes (i.e., other diseases) that might be of interest to Eve.

Eve now decides to take it a step further and test to see if she can train a classifier to predict whether a patient has a metabolic disease with a set of hand-picked attributes such as age and BMI (Figure 3). The system displays accuracy and other statistics about this model and additionally proposes modifications, such as adding further indicative attributes or changing the underlying prediction algorithm, that will increase the classifier’s performance.
Figure 2: Chains of visualizations that show age distributions of patients with a metabolic disease (1) and heart failure (2). By dragging the two visualizations closer together the system performs a permutation test and displays significance levels (3). The system also displays additional attributes (4) that Eve might be interested in, as they might exhibit similar significance levels when comparing such sub-populations.

Figure 3: Classifier that predicts if a patient has a metabolic disease or not based on a patient’s BMI and age. (1, 2 and 3) shows modifications that the system recommends to increase the model’s performance.

2.2 Discussion

This use case exemplifies the potential of modern interactive data exploration tools. It also raises the question of whether or not Eve would have gained a higher number or more valuable insights, if she had used a different system. For instance, the results that were presented to her are approximate visualizations as indicated through the error-bars in Figure 1. Would she have gained more insights if they had been exact but took longer to compute? Would the system’s time spent on finding correlations (see Figure 2) be better spent on computing more accurate approximations? Would a system that automatically implies that “-1” should be treated as a null value, lead to more discoveries over time?

Conducting user studies that measure the number and complexity of gained insight over time in order to compare different systems or variants thereof may shed more light on these and many other questions. However, such insight-based studies are not well suited for evaluating IDE systems, as we describe in the following section.

3 Benchmarking Interactive Data Exploration Systems

In the following, we first discuss why Insights per Minute or time it takes to gain the first insight are problematic as a metric for a benchmark for an IDE benchmark and provide an overview of alternative metrics that capture a similar notion.

3.1 The Problem of Using Insights in a Performance Metric

Ultimately, the goal of interactive data exploration is to extract insights from data. Thus, a system that allows to extract more insights than another system within a given time frame is preferable. However, creating a measure that captures this notion in a comparable and reproducible way is hard. What is an insight? Do different users
have different notions of insights? How do we measure the complexity and value of an insight? Are they domain-dependent?

Recent work in the information visualization community has tried to address these questions. Various studies and guidelines [13, 26, 39] proposed to conduct user studies that include open-ended tasks with domain experts. However, evaluating data exploration systems with user studies is problematic for the following reasons: (1) These studies are expensive to conduct and require a lot of manual coding. (2) The results are hard to compare and reproduce. These studies usually have a small number of participants and use within-subject designs making the measured metrics (e.g., insights per minute) unusable for comparisons across different studies. Additionally, different levels of user expertise and that different studies sample from different populations, e.g., students vs. domain experts, further complicate comparisons of study results. (3) It is difficult to design controlled user studies for entire systems. Different user interfaces (UIs) might incentivize different types of insights, e.g., bar chart vs. pie chart, supported complexity of workflows. (4) The value of an insight is unclear. What is more valuable: a simple count comparison or knowing we could build a classifier to predict a label with high accuracy?

3.2 Benchmark Overview

We advocate for a reproducible IDE benchmark that does not factor in the variability of insights, domains, users and user experiences. The core idea is to provide a benchmark that simulates typical user behavior for common data exploration tasks [21, 32], such as filtering, projecting, as well as model building or reacting to recommendations. However, the richer the operations are, the harder they become to benchmark. We therefore suggest a core-set oriented benchmark design where each core-set aims to analyze a different functional aspect of an interactive data exploration system; e.g., one core set only tests simple analytical operations, whereas another one tests more complex model building tasks. Which core-sets are used to evaluate a system, therefore, depends on the supported functionality.

We envision the following four core-sets: Core-Set I focuses on Interactive Visual Analysis [21, 32] and consists of operations like building filter chains, aggregations, drill-downs, pivoting, etc., as currently supported by systems like Tableau. However, it will exclude interactive model building, which is part of Core-Set II. Core-Set I and II are tightly coupled as it seems unreasonable to assume that one would build a model without having the possibility to efficiently inspect the data set. Core-Set III is concerned with benchmarking the recommendation part of a system, whereas Core-Set IV outlines metrics to compare the interactive cleaning and risk evaluation parts of a data exploration tool. While a system that supports a higher core-set typically includes the functionality of the core-sets below, we envision that each core-set can be tested individually as discussed before. Furthermore, the higher the core-set number the harder it is to define a benchmark since the sheer complexity of supported operations is increasing and their comparability becomes more difficult. We therefore focus most of our discussion on the lower core-sets and discuss initial ideas for the higher ones.

4 Core-Set I - Interactive Visual Analysis

The core of any IDE system is the capability to browse data through visual interfaces. Techniques like linking and brushing as well as OLAP-like aggregations, traditional statistics, and attribute derivation can help understand complex relationships in the data. The level of support for these operations is determined by various factors including the user interface, the chosen set of default visualizations, and how fluid, i.e., interactive, the system is. As a matter of fact, interactivity is one of the most important aspects as recent studies show. For instance, in [26] the authors argue that latencies of more than 500ms can already have a profound impact on discovery rates. In the remainder of this section, we focus on benchmarking the interactivity during Interactive Visual Analysis and discuss more qualitative aspects (e.g., how to evaluate the user interface) in Section 8.
4.1 Objective

The main objective of Interactive Visual Analysis from an interactivity point of view is to ensure that at no point the user is blocked and can always make an informed decision on what to explore next [14, 15]. This requires the system to be fast and responsive, independent of the complexity of a query. Consider a system A that provides a visualization to a query within $500\text{ms}$ and another system B, which takes $10\text{s}$ to process the same query. Clearly, A is superior over B. At the same time, a system which is only $50\text{ms}$ faster than another system does not add much value as it makes less of a difference to users. Similarly, a system which provides an approximate answer in $500\text{ms}$ and a complete answer for the same query in $10\text{s}$, is likely to be superior to a system which forces the users to wait and only returns the complete result after $8\text{s}$. On the contrary, short response times (e.g., $500\text{ms}$) are barely noticeable to users and therefore only marginally affect the user experience.

To that end, the questions a benchmark should consider are: How does a system, which never provides the full answer but a good approximation compare to a system that eventually provides the complete answer in a reasonable time-frame? What is a reasonable time-frame? How can progressively refining approximate answers be evaluated? How much time is the system given in between interactions? In the following, we outline potential design choices for a benchmark to answer these questions.

4.1.1 Metric

Since we cannot efficiently measure insights per minute directly, we propose a proxy metric called the Interactivity Performance metric. One approach would be to measure the time the system takes to provide a good quality estimate for the results of all interactions. Thus, a system, which on average has shorter response times to interactions, would be considered superior. However, as argued before, response times below a certain latency requirement (e.g., $500\text{ms}$) are barely noticeable to users and therefore only marginally improve the user experience. Therefore, we suggest a performance metric $P$ that reflects how often and by how much a system violates the latency requirement:

\[ P = \sum_{i \in I} \max(0; T_q(i) - t_u) \]  

Where $I$ is an ordered set of all executed interactions, $T_q(i)$ is the time the system takes to execute interaction $T$ to $q$-degree of quality and $t_u$ the latency requirement. The smaller $P$, the better the performance.

Response times in computer systems have been studied extensively for problem solving tasks [38]. It was found that user productivity increases as response time decreases. But systems with a high variability in response time negatively impact user efficiency. However, it remains unclear whether a system which almost always meets the latency requirement with only few major exceptions performs better than one which consistently violates interaction latencies by a little. Potential variations might include different thresholds and weighting schemes (e.g., logarithmic, exponential, etc.) to correctly penalize different system behaviors such as high variability.

There are several ways to automatically determine the quality of an (approximate) visualization. [23] defines a relationship-based quality metric as a good approximation in which the relationships between data groups no longer change, i.e., the point in time where in a bar-chart diagram the relationship between two bars (where one is higher than the other) does not change. Another suggested quality metric is the just noticeable difference (JND) [42]; a good visualization cannot be visually distinguished from the final complete visualization. In some sense, the JND-based quality metric can be seen as an error-based quality metric with a specific error constant. That is, a good visual approximation lies within a pre-defined error-bound of the ground-truth visualization. More specifically, $T_q(i)$ is the time it takes the system to produce a visualization for interaction $i$ within an error-bound of $\epsilon$. We plan to conduct a user study to evaluate which of these quality metrics works best as a placeholder for real-world users.
Finally, it is worth noting that the combination of the error-based quality metric and the Interactivity Performance $P$ allows for a direct comparison of visualization error and the maximum time allotted to compute it. Varying the error bound-threshold $\epsilon$ and the maximum latency $t_u$ could help to better understand the trade-offs between computation time and latency. For instance, while it takes one system to compute an approximate visualization within $500\,ms$ and error threshold $5\%$, another system may constantly perform better after $1\,s$.

4.2 Workload

Having the main metric defined, we still need a way to simulate the user. As described earlier, in IDE systems users incrementally build queries over the course of a session. Idle time between interactions is often used by systems to prepare for the next interaction and in contrast to many existing benchmarks, the time users take between interactions varies a lot. In many cases interactions depend on each other and allow for reuse of partial results among other things. As a result, a benchmark for visual data exploration has to somehow simulate users’ behavior with their typical think-time between interactions.

One method to derive realistic workflows is to study actual user behavior and synthesize them to exemplary workflows as done in [9]. By providing a set of potential IDE sessions the simulated users can capture common user behavior. This allows for adjustments to the synthesized session (e.g., from more novice to expert users). One idea is that the think-time between interactions could be scaled up or down similar to scaling the data size to increase the level of difficulty in a benchmark. While creating the different workflows it is important to cover different aspects of the data. For instance, one workflow could consist of mainly unrelated browsing queries, where users just look at different attributes in isolation, while another workflow could comprise the creation of a deep analytics pipeline. Similarly, as for other benchmarks, simulated users should vary their interactions (e.g., as [9] shows users tend to investigate outliers as they might contain interesting information).

Finally, a benchmark for visual data exploration should also allow to vary the data and data size. To test the different properties of the system it is important that the generated data follows different types of distributions for various attributes and contains random and correlated data. One way to generate such a data set is to take an existing data set (e.g., the flight data set from [1]) and provide ways to automatically scale it to the desired size while preserving the most important data properties.

4.3 Reporting

An important aspect of a benchmark is to define the main configurations for which the result should be reported. We suggest that users of the benchmark can select a scale-factor of the benchmark just as in traditional benchmarks. In addition, the benchmark should define different configurations such as the browsing configuration or the no think-time configuration, which have different values for the latency threshold $t_u$, the think-time between interactions and the error-based quality metric. These configurations allow the user to configure the benchmark to the targeted use case of the IDE system, while still making all systems comparable using the standard settings.

5 Core-Set II - Interactive Model Building

Apart from supporting users in visual analysis tasks, modern IDE systems increasingly help to interactively test the predictive power of attributes and build models [8, 9, 24, 41]. Some of the common tasks in model building, such as visually inspecting attributes for feature selection, are covered by Core-Set I. Others, such as model selection, hyper-parameter tuning etc., need to be evaluated separately and require IDE systems to potentially train and test hundreds of different configurations. While some progress has been made on how to do this with interactive latency guarantees [9, 37, 40], it still remains a challenge to compare different interactive model training systems and techniques.
5.1 Metric

Arguably, the most relevant metric is Time to Model, the time it takes users to derive a model with a satisfying model quality. This, yet again, requires user studies with all its difficulties. Thus, analogous to the ideas for Core-Set I, a better metric for Core-Set II captures how long it takes a simulated user to derive a model with satisfying quality.

Interestingly, estimating the model quality can also be considered a result approximation. Thus, like for Core-Set I, we use the Interactivity Performance metric (see Equation 1). However, in this case we must measure the quality of a computed model rather than the quality of a visualization. More specifically, given a workload that exactly specifies which features and model class the system must use (e.g., train an SVM to predict if a patient has a metabolic disease based on its age and BMI, as done in Figure 3), with a pre-defined validation method (e.g., 10-fold cross-validation), we can compute the expected “ground-truth” model quality, e.g., the F-score, offline. This allows us to compare the required time to achieve a certain model quality of a system to the best known model quality, again represented as an F-score.

Furthermore, this metric also allows comparisons of more complex model search strategies. For example, it might be possible to allow the system to do automatic algorithm and feature selection, or even feature transformation. In this case, we envision that the workload only defines a high level task and the system reports the model quality over time. This is then compared to the best known model quality, again represented as an F-score.

It should be noted, though, that different time weighting schemes as well as using the F-score as a quality model have implicit assumptions, which may or may not reflect the users intention. For instance, the F-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, yet especially in the medical context often precision is more important than recall.

5.2 Workload

Since model building is strongly intertwined with the tasks discussed for Core-Set I, the workload for Core-Set II should also include operations such as browsing, inspecting attributes, etc. In the workload of this core-set model building tasks should thus be intertwined with simple OLAP-style operations to inspect the data. As most IDE systems are not yet capable of full automatic model building as proposed in MLbase [24], the workload should also support different levels of specificity. Highly specific configurations dictate which algorithm and parameters to use, whereas non-specific ones merely require the system to return predictions regardless of models class, parameters, and features used.

5.3 Reporting

Core-Set I and Core-Set II essentially use the same metric. Therefore, results can be reported as described in Section 4.3. In cases where a strict latency requirement matters less, we suggest reporting the F-score metric for each trained model within the simulated workflows.

6 Core-Set III - Recommendations

There has been an increasing interest in automatically presenting recommendations to the user when using IDE systems. These recommendations often come in different forms; e.g. suggesting visualizations [20], or queries [28], recommending data cleaning steps [45], pointing out potential correlations [5] etc. Evaluating and comparing the quality of such recommendations is difficult as they typically depend on the data domain and the history of interactions.
6.1 Metric

Prior work in this area often use their own metric of success. The visual recommendation system SeeDB [20], for instance, rewards recommendations that are orthogonal to what the user has looked at so far, thus it tries to maximize the coverage of the data space (breadth first). Other approaches put more weight on recommendations that are based on a sub set of the data that is currently being looked at (depth first). Depending on the task at hand one of these objectives will be favorable over the other. We advocate that a benchmark for recommendations be flexible enough to accommodate for multiple metrics and objectives.

The actual benchmark for recommendations as part of IDE can be designed along the lines of matrix completion problems as used by movie recommendation engines. That is, given a labeled set of “good” recommendations it is the system’s task to identify them. Being able to situationally identify such “good” recommendations is not the only important aspect. No user wants to inspect 1,000 recommendations. Instead, like with search engines, only the top-k recommendations really matter. The best recommendations are not useful if they are displayed too late. Because of this a quality metric like Mean Average Precision (MAP), as used within the Information Retrieval community, might be the right choice to compare the quality of two recommendation systems. As before with our Interactive Performance Metric we suggest to penalize individual MAP scores for recommendations that take longer to compute than some latency threshold.

6.2 Workload

The workload for benchmarking the recommendations produced by the IDE system can be similar to the workload of Core-Set I. In fact, the recommendations should not be benchmarked in isolation as it will be important to see how the system computes them based on ongoing user interactions and how the system prioritizes the process of creating the visualizations vs. supporting the ongoing user interactions.

The challenge in creating the benchmark lies in pre-labeling the best set of recommendations during every single step of the predefined workflows. Here, the large amount of publications on how to create benchmarks for search engines that tackle a similar problem might be relevant.

6.3 Reporting

While we are potentially able to use the same Interactivity Performance metric as for the other core-sets, it is still important to provide detailed results on the quality of recommendations in form of the individual MAPs, ROC curves, etc.

7 Core-Set IV - Risk and Data Quality

The last proposed core-set of the benchmark is concerned with evaluating the capability of the system to clean and integrate data and to detect risk factors (e.g., [6, 46]). While there has been some work on creating benchmarks for certain sub-problems related to data quality (e.g., XBenchMatch [11] and RODI [34] for schema mapping or TPC-DI [36] for data integration in general), other sub-problems are still evaluated in a more ad-hoc manner. For de-duplication, people often use a few “known” data sets, such as the restaurant data set in [25, 47], but to the best of our knowledge no standardized benchmarking suite exist. Similarly, there is no good benchmark for “data wrangling” [18], which is surprising given the importance it has for data scientists.

Furthermore, there has been very little work helping the user avoid common pitfalls during the analysis process. For example, visualizations can be misleading as they sometimes hide certain details. When analyzing the age of the patients in the MIMIC-II dataset we observed that a significant number of patients were between the ages of 0 – 20-years-old. We originally believed that this is normal as kids, especially infants, are quite often
in the emergency room. Only later we discovered, that many records which had an age of 0 since many doctors apparently use 0 if the age is unknown (like the previous mentioned -1 in Figure 1).

Similarly, high-level statistics can be misleading (e.g., resulting in the infamous Simpson Paradox), or recommendations can be extremely dangerous if not done with care. For example, in a recent paper [3] we showed that visual recommendation or correlation finders can significantly increase the risk of finding insights, which just appear by chance [2] (i.e., caused by the multi-hypothesis problem). In fact, interactive data exploration tools, even without recommendations, increase the chance of false discoveries as they enable the user to test many more hypothesis than ever before.

As part of the last core-set we plan to evaluate the system’s capability to clean and integrate data as well as its ability protect users from making (common) mistakes. For example, we envision that as part of the benchmark requirements, the system lists its data integration capabilities and the types of common mistakes, the system tries to protect the user from. A more advanced benchmark design could contain certain types of data quality issues and potential pitfalls (e.g., a Simpson Paradox). That way systems could be evaluated in how many of these problems are detected as part of a workflow or how many system’s operations were needed to correct the data error. This requires a very careful design of the data generator and might even entail adjustments to the attribute distributions based on the scale factor. Another idea is, that the system is tested with risk-control on and off as part of the Core-Sets I-III. This way the computational overhead of these protections can be factored in and measured.

However, the feasibility of such a benchmark for Risk and Data Quality control has yet to be determined and many questions remain unanswered.

8 Evaluating the User Experience

Evaluating the effectiveness of user interface designs, information visualizations and interaction techniques for data exploration is an ongoing area of research [4, 30]. On one hand, the composition of a set of tasks, e.g., load a dataset, plot the distribution of some attribute and filter based on another attribute, can favor one tool over another [35]. This bias is introduced through different factors in the complexity, the design, and the usability of the software, such as menu design, interaction techniques and defaults like color encoding. On the other hand, it is hard to conduct “fair” evaluations because tasks used in laboratory user studies don’t normally reflect real-world tasks executed by domain experts. The tasks often need to be shortened and simplified so they can be accomplished in a given amount of time. However, simple tasks might lead to fewer discoveries.

In order to compare design choices within the same system, Munzer et al. [30] presented a model that defines various levels of design, each with its corresponding evaluation methodology. TouchViz [10], for instance, conducted a controlled study that compared the effect of two different interaction paradigms (gestural vs. Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointer) by measuring task completion times and task accuracy. In cases where these measures are not relevant (e.g., open-ended data exploration), like [31], we advocate for an open-ended protocol where researchers observe what insights domain experts gain while exploring the data in a self-directed manner over the course of a long-term study.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented challenges and initial ideas towards a benchmark for IDE systems. We divided the benchmark into four Core-Sets: (I) Interactive Visual Analytics, (II) Interactive Model Building, (III) Recommendations, and (IV) Risk and Data Quality. For each Core-Set we proposed a potential workload and a metric. As part of [9] we already started to develop an initial benchmark for Core-Set I and currently work on releasing that part of the benchmark publicly. In addition, we are actively looking for collaborators to design a concrete
benchmark for the other Core-Sets. We further hope to achieve a standardized benchmarking suite like the TPC-benchmarks, which have been driving innovation for years and define a whole industry.
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Abstract

A machine learning system is only as good as its features, the representative properties of a phenomenon that are used as input to a machine learning algorithm. Developing features, or feature engineering, can be a lengthy, human-in-the-loop process, requiring many time-consuming cycles of writing feature code, extracting features from raw data, and model training. However, many opportunities exist to improve this workflow, such as assisting feature code development and speeding up feature extraction.

In this paper, we discuss two projects that take different approaches to accelerate feature engineering, allowing the engineer to spend more time doing what humans do best: applying domain insight to engineer high-impact features. ZOMBIE is a general-purpose system that reduces the amount of time needed to extract features. RACCOONDB is a system that helps users quickly extract features for nowcasting, or using social media to estimate real-world phenomenon. We also discuss several opportunities for future research that would improve the experience and output of feature engineers.

1 Introduction

Many of today’s most interesting software systems depend on machine learning algorithms trained on large datasets; systems like search engines, recommendation systems, and image recognition systems have become drivers of both technological and economic growth. While the specific details of machine learning systems may differ, there is often one common thread: a real-world phenomenon is represented by a set of features. Features aim to capture properties relevant to the chosen learning task. For example, the number of times the phrase “lost my job” appears on Twitter in a given week may be a good feature for predicting unemployment levels; a count of the political figures mentioned on a Web page may be a helpful feature to classify it into a category like politics instead of sports; and a patient’s weight and blood pressure may be indicators of a risk for heart disease.

The quality of the features is paramount: a machine learning system will ultimately be only as good as its features [2, 20]. That is, if the features fail to sufficiently capture the variation among specific examples of the target phenomenon, the accuracy of the system will suffer. Historically, features have been written by humans, taking advantage of experts to impart domain knowledge to trained models. More recently, deep learning methods have been successful at automatically discovering good features, especially in problem domains that are challenging for humans, such as image and signal processing [13, 18, 35].
While both approaches are important to the field of data science [25], in this paper we will focus on systems designed to support the lengthy and often tedious cycle of human-in-the-loop feature engineering, which has been a growing focus of research in the database and systems communities [2–5, 8, 30, 34, 40]. Feature engineering is an iterative, data-centric process that we have described in detail in previous work [2, 3], and it has a general workflow followed by many different projects (e.g., [5, 21, 22, 49]).

1.1 Human-in-the-Loop Feature Engineering

In this paper, we will discuss two feature engineering projects that we have personally worked on. ZOMBIE (Section 2), a general-purpose feature engineering system, speeds up feature extraction from raw data for general supervised learning tasks, such as document classification or linear regression-based predictors. RACCOONDB (Section 3) targets a specific problem domain, speeding up the creation of features for nowcasting models, which estimate current values of real-world phenomena based on social media messages. Though each targets a different type of machine learning task, both involve the high-level human-in-the-loop process illustrated in Figure 1. This loop takes place while the machine learning system is being developed, before the system’s final deployment. It can be described as follows:

1. **Write feature code**: The feature engineer writes code to extract features that represent salient properties of the items in a corpus of raw data. For example, when classifying Web pages, a feature may simply count the number of times a category name appears in the document or perform more complicated functions like named entity recognition using natural language processing techniques. Or, when predicting unemployment levels, a feature might be derived from topics mentioned on social media. The feature engineer may create a set of feature extractors, creating many feature values per raw data item.

2. **Extract features**: The feature code is applied to the raw data to extract the features for each raw data item, often using a bulk data processing system like MapReduce [19] or Spark [47]. When the corpus is large (e.g., a Web crawl or social media database) or when the feature code is computationally complex (e.g., involving natural language processing for document classification or comparison of time-varying signals of topic frequencies in social media), this step can take hours or longer to complete. In this step, each item is also labeled; the label may come from an existing database, be added by a human expert, or created by algorithmic means. The output of this step is a set of labeled feature vectors used to train the machine learning system.

3. **Train and evaluate the model**: Using the labeled set of examples constructed in Step 2, a machine learning system is trained with an appropriate algorithm; a naïve Bayes classifier could be chosen for our document classification example, while our unemployment predictor may use linear regression. Once trained, the model’s quality—and thus the effectiveness of the features—is evaluated using an appropriate metric, usually measured over a set of test data. For our document classification example, we may measure...
the percentage of test examples that were correctly classified, while for our unemployment predictor, we may use the root mean square error in the test predictions. If the quality is less than what the application requires, the feature engineer begins the process again from Step 1.

A feature engineer can go around this loop many times when developing features for a high-quality machine learning system. The impact of a particular feature to a model is very difficult to predict without actually training the model. First, because datasets are typically large and noisy, it is difficult for the engineer to know how to accurately specify a feature without repeatedly testing it. Further, within feature sets, it is difficult to know whether a new feature will bring any new information to the model [2]. Compounding the tedium, each iteration of the loop can itself take a long time to complete because each step can be lengthy: the engineer must write complicated code, apply it to a large raw dataset, and train a machine learning model. Thus, when designing a system that assists the user in human-in-the-loop feature engineering, we can speed up the engineer’s workflow by either reducing the number of loop iterations or by speeding up each iteration.

1.2 Goals of a Feature Engineering System

A successful feature engineering system can take several approaches to speed up the feature engineering loop described in Section 1.1. These include:

**Assistance writing feature code** — Helping the feature engineer design features and write feature code can lead to fewer, shorter iterations around the loop. For example, RACCOONDB uses query expansion principles to automatically improve the applicability of feature code. Feature-focused data visualization tools can help engineers better understand data distribution and feature coverage. Development tools for data cleaning and extraction [28,49], as well as domain specific languages targeted at developing features from massive datasets [39], can reduce the time needed to write feature code. Deep learning tools can also be used to automatically create feature extractors, though often at a cost of human interpretability of the resulting features [13,18,35].

**Faster feature extraction** — Extracting features from raw data more quickly can reduce the amount of downtime a feature engineer faces. In many machine learning applications, the amount of data available is far greater than is needed to train a model well enough to evaluate feature effectiveness. For example, when using a Web crawl corpus, pages from e-commerce sites will likely provide little training information when the task is to classify documents as sports, politics, or technology. Pruning or otherwise avoiding the processing of irrelevant raw data items, as is done by both ZOMBIE and RACCOONDB, can greatly reduce the time needed to complete an iteration of the feature engineering loop.

**Quicker model training** — Because some types of machine learning models can take a very long time to train, speeding this up can greatly reduce the time needed to evaluate the quality of feature code. Approaches here may include scalable, parallelized algorithms [30,36] or training a fast, approximate model that is good enough to evaluate the feature code.

Further, researchers have begun investigating several additional areas that improve the feature engineer’s experience: finding and collecting appropriate raw data from diverse sources [14]; labeling raw data through crowdsourcing or algorithmic means [21]; and automatically configuring hyperparameters in complex machine learning models [43]. Systems that continue work in these areas would be a benefit to the feature engineer.

1.3 Continuing Relevance of Database Research

Feature engineering may seem to be primarily a machine learning concern, but in fact, database research—especially systems-focused research—is highly relevant. The database community has long focused on optimizing data-centric workflows, and traditional approaches can be starting points for improving feature engineering.
When performing query optimization, operation execution is often dynamically ordered to reduce the number of tuples examined in a given query. In feature engineering, similar techniques may be employed to reduce the number of raw data items processed or to minimize the size of the training set used to train a model. Likewise, traditional indexing techniques allow for quick access to specific parts of large datasets. In feature engineering systems, methods like these can be used to quickly access parts of a large raw data corpus that have high utility to a particular learning task, allowing for faster feature extraction or training of the machine learning model.

Evaluating the effectiveness of feature code can be recast as a query over the raw data that produces a quality measure $Q$ as a result. A high-precision value of $Q$ may not be needed if a fast, lower-precision value can be computed, suggesting that techniques similar to those used in approximate query answering systems (e.g., BlinkDB [1]) may be useful. Extracting features from large datasets often involves parallel execution using systems like MapReduce [19] and Spark [47]. Extending these systems to include optimization techniques from parallel databases, as well as making them more supportive of machine learning workloads, as is being done with MLlib [36] and MLbase [30], will certainly accelerate feature engineering workflows.

Feature extraction in many cases is an extension of data cleaning and transformation: raw data is often in a semi-structured format—e.g., log files, sensor output, and, to an extent, Web pages—and extracting features involves cleaning and transforming that data into a usable format. Data transformation and extraction tools such as Wrangler [28] and DeepDive [49] are currently very helpful in extracting useful data from these sources, but more specialized tools integrated into a feature engineering workflow and geared towards machine learning tasks would be a boon to feature engineers. For cases where data extraction is not straightforward, tools that assist in querying raw data or writing extraction programs using query synthesis (e.g., [16]) or query expansion (e.g, [29]) principles can speed up the feature engineer’s work. Finally, data visualization (e.g., [45]) tools can help view raw data in terms of machine learning tasks to help feature engineers design more effective features.

In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss two projects that take different approaches to accelerate the feature engineering loop, allowing the feature engineer to spend more time doing what humans do best: applying domain insight to engineer high-impact features. In Section 2, we go over the optimizations used by ZOMBIE [3] to reduce the amount of time needed to extract features. In Section 3, we show how RACCOONDB [5] allows a user to quickly derive nowcasting features from social media. We also present an informal case study in Section 4 that further demonstrates how RACCOONDB helps users quickly estimate real-world phenomena. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss several opportunities for future research that would improving feature engineering.

2 ZOMBIE: Accelerating Runtime through Input Selection

ZOMBIE [3] is a general-purpose feature engineering system designed to reduce the amount of time needed to evaluate the effectiveness of feature code. In particular, ZOMBIE was designed with our faster feature extraction goal from Section 1.2 in mind: it significantly shortens the time needed to complete an iteration of the loop shown in Figure 1 by reducing the time needed to apply the code to the raw data (Step 2).

Our Approach — ZOMBIE builds on ideas from query optimization, approximate query processing, and indexing to reduce overall feature code execution time through input selection: it dynamically learns which raw inputs are most useful to the machine learning system being trained and selects those items to be processed first. It then stops early once the machine learning system is trained adequately enough to accurately judge its quality. The resulting model is trained with only a small subset of high-impact raw data items; ZOMBIE learns which items in the corpus are likely to be redundant or irrelevant to the trained model, eliminating the need to process them. In this section, we will summarize ZOMBIE’s methods and experimental results. Complete system details and results can be found in our full paper [3].
2.1 Input Selection

ZOMBIE is targeted at feature engineers building systems for supervised learning (e.g., for classification or regression). While developing features, the engineer may be willing to accept a slightly less-precise evaluation of model quality (Step 3 of Figure 1), if that quality value can be determined quickly. ZOMBIE is designed to exploit this tradeoff and generate a fast, approximate measure of the trained model’s quality. To see how, consider Figure 2a, which shows the learning curves of a classification system if it were continually re-trained as new training examples are added to the training set (that is, as raw data items are processed by the feature code and labeled to produce training examples). The gray line for the NAÏVE scan shows the learning curve if the corpus is randomized, as it would be for a typical bulk scan of the data using a data processor like MapReduce or Spark. The system’s accuracy increases quickly with the initial training examples, but each new example added to the training set has diminishing returns. The system could clearly stop early and get a close estimate of the model’s final accuracy, represented by the point at EARLY.

ZOMBIE, however, takes this further by purposely selecting the next raw input to process, as opposed to the random draw of NAÏVE. The inputs chosen are those predicted to have a high utility towards training the model. The utility of an individual raw data item varies between learning tasks, as well as between feature code changes within the same task, making a high-quality static index identifying useful items impossible to create. Doing so would require extracting the current features from the entire corpus for analysis, which is exactly the time-consuming process we wish to avoid. Instead, in a one-time, offline pre-processing step, ZOMBIE organizes the raw data into groups of similar items called index groups, which are then used at runtime to identify groups of potentially useful items. ZOMBIE learns which index groups are most likely to contain useful items and selects items from those for processing. Through our experiments, we found that standard clustering methods, like the k-means algorithm, created general purpose index groups that were useful across a range of learning tasks.

The input selection process results in a trained model using just a small subset of the available raw corpus. This is illustrated in Figure 2b, which shows three different input selection methods. NAÏVE is a simple bulk scan over the entire raw data set, whose items are depicted by the multi-colored blocks, where more lightly colored blocks represent raw data items that are more useful to the learning task. The EARLY method uses the same early stopping method as ZOMBIE, but it is run using the same random layout as the full NAÏVE bulk scan. A representative subset of high- and low-quality items are processed. ZOMBIE, on the other hand, draws items from the index groups shown at the bottom of the figure, which have been clustered into groups with different utility values.1 Once ZOMBIE learns which index groups contain the most useful items, raw data items are drawn

---

1 In practice, the index groups are not so cleanly separated, but the method is still successful if there is even a small difference in average utility between the groups.
Figure 3: ZOMBIE’s basic architecture, which combines Steps 2 and 3 of the feature engineering loop in Figure 1. The system’s novel components are the physical index of index groups and the bandit-based input selector. These parts work with standard machine learning components to reduce the time needed to generate features from raw data.

Because the utility values of the index groups are unknown at the start of each iteration of the feature engineering loop, ZOMBIE faces a classic exploration versus exploitation tradeoff when trying to find the highest-utility index groups in order to maximize the processing of useful items. Thus at runtime, ZOMBIE uses a multi-armed bandit approach to determine which index groups contain the highest-utility raw data items. ZOMBIE draws items from these groups to process with the feature code to generate a new training example, retraining the machine learning model with each addition to the training set. Once the trained model has reached an appropriate stopping point (determined by observing a plateauing of the learning curve), the system stops.

2.2 System Design

Figure 3 shows the basic architecture of ZOMBIE, which combines Steps 2 and 3 of the feature engineering loop in Figure 1. When the system is initialized, the raw data is organized into a task-independent set of index groups, created using a general clustering method appropriate for the data. We create an inverted index $\mathcal{I}$, where the keys are unique identifiers for each group and each key’s posting list is an unordered set of raw data items. ZOMBIE’s input selector uses a standard upper confidence bound (UCB) multi-armed bandit strategy [11] to explore the index groups in $\mathcal{I}$ and exploit the ones determined to have the highest utility to the learning task. The feature functions are applied to each item selected for processing to create a feature vector for the training set, which is provided to the machine learning algorithm to generate a model. A quality function $Q$ evaluates the model and maintains statistics on the model’s improvement with each new item. The output of $Q$ is used as the reward to update the input selector’s multi-armed bandit, and the process is repeated. This output is also monitored to detect a plateauing of the learning curve, at which point the processing is stopped and the final quality measure is presented to the feature engineer.

2.3 Summary of Experimental Results

ZOMBIE was tested on several different machine learning tasks, using feature functions of varying complexity. Compared to a baseline method of a random bulk scan of the raw data that used the same plateau-based early stopping method, ZOMBIE showed an average of nearly 2x speedup for regression tasks and up to an 8x speedup for classification tasks (Table 3), meaning that each iteration of the feature evaluation loop was significantly shorter when using ZOMBIE. Compared to a full, single-processor bulk scan, as might be done in practice, ZOMBIE yielded up to a 90x speedup. For each of the tasks in Table 3, we used the same raw data corpus (1 million Wikipedia pages),
index groups ($k$-means clusters), and feature set (counts of 40 specific words in each document). The range in speedup values highlights how the applicability of a set of index groups can vary between learning tasks. Our index groups represented the variability in the token-based features well, so when the features were highly relevant to the learning task, ZOMBIE could quickly find the high-utility raw data items, as it did in the document classification tasks. The feature set was less relevant for the regression task, so there were few actual high-utility items, making it difficult for ZOMBIE to provide more than a modest speedup. Still, the processing time was cut nearly in half compared to the early stopping baseline. For detailed experimental results, including evaluation of index group creation methods and design choices for the multi-armed bandit, see our full paper [3].

2.4 Related Work

ZOMBIE [3] draws on work from a diverse set of fields. Feature engineering and feature selection have been the focus of some recent research in the database community [2, 30, 48]. ZOMBIE’s goal of approximating the feature quality metric is similar to approximate query answering systems [1, 12, 23]. The practice of selecting the inputs for a training set based on their predicted utility is related to active learning [42], though in active learning the goal is typically to minimize the amount of labels needed to generate, based on a pre-existing feature set. We have also presented a demonstration development environment that uses ZOMBIE’s input selection method [4].

3 RACCOONDB: Finding Features in Social Media

RACCOONDB [5] is a feature engineering system we designed for a specific problem domain: generating nowcasting features for economic and social science models. Nowcasting is the process of extracting trends from social media to generate a time-varying signal that accurately describes and quantifies a real-world phenomenon. For example, the weekly trend of US unemployment claims can be modeled using the frequency of tweets about unemployment-related topics [7]. Nowcasting has been used to model flu activity [24], mortgage refinancing [10], and more [17, 41, 46]. These models, however, have been typically created as one-off and highly manual endeavors, with researchers tediously searching through a social media corpus to find topics that are appropriate proxies for their target phenomena. By focusing on this specific problem, RACCOONDB is able to be more aggressive than a general feature engineering system could be with improving the nowcasting feature engineering loop.

The process used to created these models follows the feature engineering loop in Figure 1: the researcher writes code or a query—based on either textual or time series matching—to specify her desired topics (Step 1). Next, she executes the code or query over a large social media corpus to generate a training set based on these topics (Step 2). Finally, she uses the training set to build a model of the target phenomenon, and then evaluates its predictiveness using a holdout dataset (Step 3). This process is repeated many times by the researcher, in part because the social media corpus can be very diverse, making it difficult for the researcher to know precisely which topics to select. And because the corpus can be very large (over 150 million distinct topics in our experiments), each iteration can be lengthy, taking dozens of minutes to many hours, depending on the system used.

Our Approach — RACCOONDB targets two of the goals of feature engineering systems we discussed in Section 1.2: assistance writing feature code and faster feature extraction. First, we used query expansion techniques to assist users in writing queries (i.e., “feature code”) that find relevant topics, even when their initial queries inadequately describe their target phenomena. Second, we used a number of query optimization techniques to assist with faster feature extraction, allowing queries to run in interactive time and users to quickly modify their queries to improve their results. In the remainder of this section, we will briefly describe the design of RACCOONDB and present several experimental results. For an in-depth discussion of nowcasting and RACCOONDB’s design and technical evaluation, see our full paper [5].
Figure 4: In Step 1 of (a), users provide refined feature code in the form of a two-part query using the interface in (b). In Step 2, RACCOONDB generates a set of topics that serve as a refined training set. In Step 3, RACCOONDB generates several results, which the user explores in real-time with the slider interface in (b).

3.1 System Design

RACCOONDB is a system that allows a user to query a database of topics extracted from social media messages to produce a nowcasting result. Each topic represents a collection of similar messages (e.g., those discussing the loss of a job) and contains both a textual label (e.g., “job loss”) and a time-varying signal with the frequency these messages appear (e.g., daily). It is this set of tuples that RACCOONDB uses to answer nowcasting queries.

Assistance Writing Feature Code — Figure 4a shows how RACCOONDB fits in the feature engineering loop. First, the user writes a two-part query (Step 1) that declaratively describes her target phenomenon both semantically—as a text string—and as a time-varying signal (Figure 4b). This can be considered a refined version of the feature code in Figure 1. Ideally, this signal would represent historical ground truth data for the target phenomenon, but when this is not available, the user can use her domain knowledge to describe this in a distant supervision manner [37]. For example, if targeting box office sales, she may indicate peaks during the summer when blockbuster movies are generally released. Because users may not have perfect knowledge about the target, RACCOONDB employs query expansion principles during feature extraction (Step 2) to expand the semantic part of the query and allows partial time series to be input as the signal part. This makes RACCOONDB more robust to error in the nowcasting query, as our quality experiments in Section 3.2 show.

Further, during evaluation (Step 3), RACCOONDB assists users with evaluating their models in two ways. Since users may have more confidence in either of their semantic or signal query components, multiple models are trained, each weighting the query components differently. During evaluation, users can explore these models’ results in real time with a signal vs. semantic weighting slider (Figure 4b). Additionally, for users who lack ground truth data and provide a query signal that only roughly estimates their target phenomena, RACCOONDB features a query quality alarm. This alarm uses a model trained on a set of labeled low- and high-quality queries, alerting users if the model classifies their query as low quality.

Faster Feature Extraction — Processing this two-part, computationally intensive query over a huge corpus of social media can take a significant amount of time if done naively. For instance, our experiments in Section 3.2 show that popular data systems like Apache Spark and PostgreSQL took dozens of minutes to many hours to query 150 million topics. Our goal in designing RACCOONDB was to return results in interactive time to allow users to quickly hone their nowcasting results. We accomplished this goal (with queries returned often in about
one second) through a number of optimization techniques (Step 2).

First, RACCOONDB uses *semantic-based candidate pruning* to avoid the expensive scoring of many topics. This works by first semantically expanding the user’s query with a thesaurus-based method. Each word in each topic (as well as the query) is expanded into a set of synonyms, and a similarity score is computed based on the overlap of the expanded sets of words. This score is used to rank candidate topics for potential inclusion in the query answer. Computing this score for every topic is very expensive, so RACCOONDB prunes the candidates by analyzing the graph of synonym sets in the thesaurus, as well as by dynamically computing a threshold score below which candidates are excluded. In practice, this can reduce query computation time by over 90%.

Second, RACCOONDB uses *signal-based candidate pruning* to further avoid fully scoring many topics. To do this, RACCOONDB employs confidence interval pruning to limit the amount of expensive correlation computations it performs. Correlations are first calculated using a very low-resolution version of the topic and query signals (20 data points, rather than nearly 200). Using the standard 95% confidence interval for Pearson correlations, we eliminate all topics whose upper confidence bound was less than the lower confidence bound of the $k$-th highest ranked topic based on the low-resolution correlation. The full, expensive correlation was calculated for the remaining topics. When combined with our semantic-based pruning, this further reduces runtimes to interactive speeds (averaging 3.6 seconds with 1 core and 1.2 seconds with 30 cores in our experiments).

Finally, RACCOONDB takes advantage of several *low-level optimizations*. Semantic similarity and signal correlations are implemented as vector operations, allowing the system to use SIMD operations. Signal and topic label data is stored using compact integer representations, speeding up lookup times. The topic database is partitioned, allowing many calculations to be highly parallelized.

### 3.2 Experimental Results

We performed a number of experiments that tested RACCOONDB’s output quality and runtime performance. In this section, we will briefly summarize the runtime results and present a novel evaluation of querying RACCOONDB with less than perfect information. The experiments center around estimating several different target phenomena (box office sales, flu activity, etc.), which we chose because of the availability of historical ground truth data and their use in past nowcasting research. The topics we used were $n$-grams of up to four words in length extracted from 40 billion tweets collected over four years. An in-depth discussion of these experiments and others is available in our full paper [5].

One of the goals of RACCOONDB is to process nowcasting queries in interactive time—something we have found traditional data processing systems are unable to do. Table 4 compares the query processing times for RACCOONDB and two popular data systems (PostgreSQL and Apache Spark), using two different levels of parallelization. We averaged runtimes across our six target phenomena. Because PostgreSQL and Spark are very inefficient at nowcasting query processing, their runtimes are quite poor. In contrast, RACCOONDB is able to process queries orders of magnitude faster, achieving interactive runtimes using few resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PostgreSQL</th>
<th>Spark</th>
<th>RACCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 core</td>
<td>&gt; 6 h</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.6 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 cores</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1173 s</td>
<td>1.2 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Average nowcasting query processing times for PostgreSQL, Apache Spark, and RACCOONDB.

### 3.2.1 Evaluating Quality

The feature engineering loop is human-driven, and while that human may be an expert in the problem domain, she may be less informed about what constitutes quality features for a nowcasting model. When this is the case, further iterations of feature engineering are often needed to narrow in on the high-quality features. In the following experiments, we show that RACCOONDB can still produce quality results under different levels of user knowledge and with varied amounts of error in the user’s query. These experiments are compared to a
Figure 5: Our less-informed users EqWidth (EW), EqAmp (EA), and SeasonalPeaks (SP), compared to the fully-informed user (red diamond).

(a) Error from shifting user signal query peaks, relative to our distant supervision user model.

(b) RACCOONDB user interface

Figure 6: Effects of various types of error in the user signal query.

baseline distant supervision user model, where we assumed the user did not have access to accurate ground truth signal data and created the query signal based on a rough estimate of the target phenomenon. To simulate this, we created signals based on the actual ground truth signals by finding major peaks in the signal and synthesizing partial user signals consisting only of smooth representations of the actual peaks.

Performance of Less-Informed Users — To test how resilient RACCOONDB is to varying levels of user knowledge, we created three variants of our distant supervision user model, referred to as our less-informed user models. Assuming that high-quality semantic components are relatively easy for a user to construct, we focused on the more difficult part: the query signal. For the EqWidth user model, our simulated users only know when major peaks occur in the signal and not how long they last, so the synthesized peaks all have the same three-month width. For EqAmp, users have no intuition about peak height, so the synthesized peaks have the correct width, but all have equal amplitudes. Finally, for SeasonalPeaks, users only know about peaks within the last year (2014), so the synthesized peaks from 2014 are seasonally repeated over previous years (2011 - 2013).

Figure 5 shows the accuracy of our different less-informed user models using RACCOONDB. Displayed in the figure are EqWidth (EW), EqAmp (EA), and SeasonalPeaks (SP). In most cases, the less-informed user models still perform reasonably well compared to the distant supervision user model. Certain target phenomena are not as resilient to these variations though. For example, unemployment has a significant drop in semantic relevance when using the EqAmp user model. This is due to a multi-year downward trend in unemployment during this time period that reflected a general improvement in the US economy. Since EqAmp did not reflect this trend, RACCOONDB selected some unrelated topics in addition to the unemployment-related topics, obtaining a poor 0.63 semantic relevance. On average, though, the user models do not show a large decrease in accuracy: EqWidth’s semantic and signal relevance decreases by just 6% and 8%; EqAmp by just 13% and 7%; and SeasonalPeaks by just 15% and 12% respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUAL Query</th>
<th>Ground Truth Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“solar panels”</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“solar panel installation”</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“solar installations”</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“solar savings”</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“solar”</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“solar city”</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“alternative energy”</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“photovoltaics”</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“solar energy”</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“purchase solar”</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“solar manufacturing”</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“home solar”</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RaccoonDB Query</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User signal + “solar panels”</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User signal + “solar panel energy”</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User signal + “solar panel installation”</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User signal + “solar revenue”</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User signal + “solar”</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) User queries

Figure 7: (a) Case study queries for predicting solar panel installations using a MANUAL approach and RaccoonDB, along with correlations with a holdout ground truth signal; user signal is a user-chosen rough estimate for the target and is the quarterly revenue for Solar City Corporation. (b) RaccoonDB’s result signal and topics for the “solar” query.

Resilience to User Query Errors — We also set out to demonstrate RaccoonDB’s resilience to errors within a user’s query. For instance, the user may have intuition about where her target trend peaks but may be off by several weeks. We introduced two types of errors to the distant supervision user model signals to simulate this. For the first, we shifted the peaks in weekly increments, between -12 and +12 weeks. Figure 6a shows how error increases with respect to a non-shifted signal. As would be expected, the result quality worsened as the shifts increased in either direction. However, the error was not catastrophic: even if a user is off by a few weeks with her estimated peaks, she could still achieve decent results. It is worth noting the behavior of boxoffice, where its results began to improve again when shifted more than six weeks into the future. This occurred due to the bimodal nature of movie box office sales, which peak in both the summer and winter months. With enough error added, the user’s signal query began to accurately describe a different peak in the actual box office data.

The second error we explored is with regards to the width of each peak. We scaled the peak widths from 5% up to 200% of the original peak widths from our distant supervision user model signals (Figure 7b). Results were similar to our peak shifting experiment, where only the extreme errors resulted in a poor-quality result. RaccoonDB gives users some room for error when defining their query signals.

3.3 Related Work

The idea of RaccoonDB [5] as an optimized, general nowcasting query system draws upon our experience with designing previous nowcasting systems [7–9] and various other areas of database research: feature selection [26, 48], query optimization [45], and multi-criteria ranking [27]. We have also presented a demonstration system highlighting the user interaction of RaccoonDB [6].
4 A RACCOONDB Case Study

While our experiments have validated our technical claims for RACCOONDB, we wanted to see how useful our system is in a real-world use case, where a researcher wants to estimate a novel target phenomenon. How does the output quality and time required by the user compare to a traditional approach to nowcasting? To test this, we assigned one of our authors to be a test subject to perform such a task, while the other two authors were assigned to choose a target phenomenon, with the ground truth data for the target hidden from the test subject. Note that this study should not be confused with a formal user study; this is instead a simple, informal evaluation.

The chosen target was “US solar panel installations in the last five years,” which would be evaluated against a ground truth signal of weekly photovoltaic installation counts from the Open PV Project [44]. The test subject was instructed to estimate this target using two different approaches. In the first (MANUAL), he was instructed to follow a traditional approach to nowcasting, manually searching for topics by keyword in our topic database and then use the signals of the topics found to build a model to estimate the target. In the second, he was instructed to use our RACCOONDB demonstration system [9] to estimate the target.

The test subject started the case study by spending several minutes searching online for a rough estimate of the target’s trend, and he found the quarterly revenue for Solar City Corporation, which he assumed would share a similar trend with the target. Table ?a summarizes the test subject’s queries for both estimation approaches. When using MANUAL to estimate the target, the test subject queried for several minutes, trying to find topic signals that matched the Solar City revenue signal, but he had very little success in his searches, averaging just 0.23 correlation (using absolute value) with the ground truth signal.2 When using RACCOONDB over the course of a few minutes, he submitted five queries with various keywords and included the Solar City revenue signal with each query. When presented with the results, he adjusted the signal vs. semantic weighting slider to find the result with “relevant-looking” topics and a signal that “matched well” with the revenue signal. Figure 7 shows the user-chosen RACCOONDB result for his “solar” query. Across his five queries and chosen results, the results averaged 0.75 correlation with the ground truth signal.3

While the total time spent querying with the two approaches was not drastically different (under 10 minutes for MANUAL and under 5 minutes for RACCOONDB), the test subject was able to find a high-quality result with his first RACCOONDB query; subsequent queries were simply explorations into improving that result. In contrast, the test subject submitted many reasonable queries with MANUAL and still received very low-quality results. When processed by RACCOONDB, many of these same queries (e.g., “solar panels”) returned high-quality results due to RACCOONDB’s use of query expansion principles and its two-part query. This case study, while informal, provides additional confidence in RACCOONDB’s real-world usage.

5 Other Opportunities

Human-in-the-loop feature engineering will likely remain an important part of building successful machine learning systems. The feature engineering loop shown in Figure 1 contains many areas that are prime opportunities for research by the database and systems communities.

Step 1 of the feature engineering loop—writing feature code—is where the feature engineer applies their domain expertise and creativity to create effective features. RACCOONDB assists the user in this area by semantically expanding the user’s textual query, allowing more coverage over a diverse dataset than a less-informed user may be able to provide. Tools like FeatureInsight [15] have begun to help feature engineers visualize the effects of features on classification problems, but more advanced feature visualization systems (perhaps a visualization query system like SeeDB [45]) could help feature engineers discover subtle properties of raw data.

2We also tried performing PCA on the chosen topics’ signals and using the first factor as the target’s estimate—similar to what RACCOONDB does to aggregate topics into a final estimate—but the results did not improve.

3Certain scientific fields will find this correlation to be quite low, but social sciences generally find anything above 0.5 to be strong.
that would make effective features. Other potential directions include incorporating automated or assisted data cleaning and transformation directly into the feature engineering workflow; integrating a data cleaning system (e.g., [28,31,38]) with real-time feedback from a machine learning pipeline; and applying deep learning methods [13,18,35] to automatically create feature extractors.

Related to feature code development is the problem of labeling training examples in datasets that are too large to feasibly label by hand. Research in distant supervision techniques [37] and label generation from noisy human-provided data [21] has shown promise. Further reducing this bottleneck would reduce the end-to-end time needed to create a successful machine learning system.

A source of significant downtime for a feature engineer is waiting for feature code to be applied to a large dataset. ZOMBIE attacks this problem by automatically finding a good subset of the data to process, while RACCOONDB takes advantage of application-specific properties of the data to aggressively prune its large corpus for each query. Other optimization approaches might include caching and shared computation [45] that take into account the evolution of feature code: feature sets may change incrementally, allowing some results from previous iterations of the feature engineering loop to be reused. On the other hand, raw data items that have the same features on one iteration of feature code may have vastly different features on another. Efficiently partitioning the raw data and parallelizing the computation under these dynamic conditions also pose interesting challenges.

Training a machine learning system can also be a lengthy part of the feature engineering workflow. Several projects have targeted training large models in a distributed fashion, such as MLlib [36] and MLbase [30,43], as well as model selection management systems [32]. Further, determining the ideal hyperparameters for a machine learning model has seen some attention (e.g., from the MLlib team) but remains an open problem. Feature selection [26] (as opposed to feature engineering) is important to optimizing the performance of machine learning systems and has been looked at by several research groups [33,48]. The goals of these projects are generally orthogonal to those of feature engineering; they aim to quickly train and configure the final machine learning model, rather than help the feature engineer evaluate the effectiveness of a particular feature set. Applying these optimization methods to evaluating feature effectiveness may require a different set of system requirements and novel techniques, such as developing approximate machine learning models.

6 Conclusion

Feature engineering is an import area of research that is inherently data-centric. In this paper, we presented two examples of systems aimed at improving the feature engineer’s workflow by minimizing runtime and assisting with the creation of effective features from large raw datasets. The database community is in an ideal position to contribute to new feature engineering projects with its decades of experience in managing, optimizing, visualizing, and otherwise working with data.
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Abstract

As Big Data and analytics defined on top of Big Data have increasingly greater impacts on society, we humans are becoming incorporated in a Big Data loop: our activities, transactions, posts, and images, are all being recorded as Big Data; and in turn the analysis of Big Data is being used to make decisions that affect us. This paper explores characteristics of this grand loop of Big Data and begins the definition of a research agenda to address associated challenges.

1 Introduction

When we think about human in the loop for Big Data, we usually consider a human user of a database system. Most often, our concern is humans querying data in a database: How do they communicate their query intent? How do they make sense of returned results? Sometimes our concerns may go beyond these to humans who have to set up the system: How can one define a good schema? How can one integrate and clean data? How can one wrangle and load data? How can one tune the system for good performance? How usable is the database system?

While all of these are important questions, and definitely worthy of study, the humans we focused on above do not include humans with perhaps the least voice: humans who generate data and are the targets of data analysis. These are human members of society at large. They are the humans in the grand loop of Big Data. Much of Big Data is obtained from their activities: consciously produced, as on social media; generated transactionally, as with credit card transactions; or recorded by third parties, as by a camera on the street. Big Data processing is all about taking these diverse sources of data, and analyzing them to produce value for the processor of Big Data. But this value is realized through advertising to the human, selecting for a job, or providing credit. All of these are activities that impact the human who was the source of the data in the first place. That is the grand loop of Big Data.

Big Data is commonly considered to pose challenges along four axes: Volume, Velocity, Variety, and Veracity. (Some sources consider only the first three of these four). While these are dimensions of technical challenge, there is also a socio-technical challenge, in terms of Values. By this, we do not mean Value (e.g. to the implementor of a Big Data system); rather we mean our Values as a society, and what impact Big Data has on these values. Ultimately, Big Data cannot be successful if this Values challenge is not adequately addressed. As such, this axis is perhaps even more important than the others. Furthermore, humans in the Big Data loop are indeed impacted by Volume, Variety, etc, but humans are centrally in the grand loop of the Big Data Values axis.
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In this paper, we describe some of the challenges in this grand loop. Naturally, the first challenges that come to mind are those of privacy and anonymity. We consider these in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. Issues of transparency are considered in Section 4. Somewhat surprisingly to many computer scientists, Big Data also has a significant validity challenge. This challenge is considered in Section 5. Many Data Scientists assume that the data are neutral and speak for themselves. In Sections 6 and 7, we discuss how the biases of data scientists can be reflected in the supposedly neutral results. Finally, there is a social impact of our work on Big Data, impact that we cannot ignore, as discussed in Section 8. We finally conclude with a short code of ethics in Section 9.

2 Privacy

Privacy is of course the first thing that anyone thinks of in the context of Big Data. And with good reason. There is no question that the whole point of Big Data is to suck in a great deal of information about us, to put together data from multiple sources, to analyze all this data, and thereby to generate insights that someone can use in their interactions with us: to sell something better or determine credit terms, for example [2].

Unfortunately, there are too many even today, and especially in the tech world, who do not appreciate the importance of privacy. Scott McNealy famously said [3], “You have zero privacy anyway. Get over it.” Indeed, there are many who wish fondly for the old days in a small town where everyone knew everyone, and everyone also knew everything about everyone. There was a strong social fabric, and low privacy was a cost paid to achieve that strong social fabric. In big cities, we get privacy, but a much weaker social fabric. However, giving up privacy online does not cause a strong social fabric to be created. We end up with no privacy, and still the same, presumably weak, social fabric.

Why should someone care about privacy if they are not doing anything wrong? Are there things you do that you do not want to discuss with someone close to you, like a spouse or a parent? Imagine how it would feel if you did not have the option of not discussing these things. Even worse, imagine that you do not have the option of not having to explain yourself to everyone in the world. How conformist a life would you be compelled to lead? Privacy is the cornerstone of our freedom to be ourselves [4, 5].

Two other common misconceptions about privacy are worth correcting. Privacy and security are often discussed in the same breath. Those in the know tell us all the time that these are two different things: the former is
a policy question regarding user data, and the latter is an implementation question regarding a computer system. As such, most discussions of security are at the system level, and do not consider data privacy explicitly; and vice versa. However, security breaches can lead to privacy violations. The two concepts, though distinct, are related. A problem that deserves greater attention is how to minimize privacy loss when the inevitable security breach occurs. This is a security-aware direction for data privacy research, focused on issues like data representation, very different from the current body of work on privacy-preserving analysis, which assumes only legitimate access.

A second misconception is that privacy is all or nothing. Once a thought has escaped my brain and stated to a second party, then some may think that ends my privacy rights regarding that thought. But in practice, we do share secrets with confidantes, and we expect them not to share the secrets further. The secret can remain private even after it has been shared within a select group of people. In fact, the right way to think about privacy is as control over information sharing [6]. This motivates the need to control information sharing or at least detect unauthorized sharing. For some simple cases, we have work in digital watermarking. But there is need for much more work to provide the needed assurances.

3 Anonymity

One important use case for sensitive data is to find patterns in the aggregate. A classic case here is medical research: individual patient health records are sensitive, but important progress in life-saving treatments can result from analyzing the aggregates. The traditional solution, even encoded in regulations today, is to use de-identified data. Typically, this is understood to mean removal of several specific sensitive attributes, such as name, address, and social security number. However, it is usually possible to re-identify the patient from the de-identified data with these fields removed. [7]. Similar exploits are well-known in the case of AOL [8] and Netflix [9]. In the medical scenario, astonishingly, genetic sequence data can be retained in the de-identified information. Clearly, a patient can uniquely be identified if we have their entire genome sequence, or even significant parts of it. But for many medical questions, access to the genome is essential. So a stricter rule, prohibiting access to the genome, would prevent addressing many important questions.

Computer scientists have studied privacy-preserving data mining for quite a while now [10]. Techniques such as k-anonymity and l-diversity have even found their way into some curricula. However, these simple techniques do not always work to protect private information. Differential privacy [11] has recently received considerable attention as a technique that can provably obfuscate the presence of any individual record in an aggregated data set. The basic idea is to add a carefully calibrated amount of noise into any release of (aggregated) data. The basic idea works very well, if the aggregate is queried exactly once. The theory gets much more involved, and the practical value diminishes (in terms of more noise to be added to achieve obfuscation to some level) if multiple queries are allowed.

Even with its current limitations, differential privacy works for a common privacy setting with private individual records and public analysis of aggregates. But there are many scenarios where we do need individual information, such as for marketing, for employment and credit decisions, for shipping goods, for providing mobile phone service. Appropriate models for privacy in these arenas are still open. For example, there is now beginning to be good work in obfuscating movement traces with location tracking [12]. But any obfuscation also relies on some model of expected use to ensure minimal loss of value to the analysis due to the noise added.

4 Transparency

How can a decision-maker trust the results of Big Data analysis? There is a long pipeline, with many steps, in many of which some technical expert has made decisions that could impact the final result. Furthermore, some steps may involve manipulations that are just too hard to explain. For example, most deep learning algorithms
are in this class. There is considerable work on algorithmic explanation \[13\]. There is certainly a great deal of work on data provenance \[14\]. But what we need is not just an explanation of what happened at any one step. Rather, we need to understand the entire Big Data pipeline. Workflow provenance \[15\] ideas are a good starting point, but require considerable extensions to be able to work with the Big Data pipeline.

It may be even more important for an affected individual, than the decision-maker, to trust the results of Big Data analysis. Difficulties can arise not only because of errors in the algorithms and data processing, but also because of errors in the source data. An instance of this problem that we have a great deal of experience with, in the US and several other countries, is the notion of a credit score. An analysis conducted by the US government itself, indicates that approximately 20\% of us have at least one unwarranted negative ‘credit affecting’ report on file \[16\]. In addition, of course, almost all of us have some negative information on file that we wish were not there. To address these difficulties, there is a process, cumbersome and bureaucratic though it may be, to try to correct errors in credit reports. More important, the Fair Credit Reporting Act in the U.S. requires ‘lenders’, very broadly defined, to provide explanations when they deny credit, employment, or other benefits related to good credit. So lenders, and similar companies, do have systems in place to explain denials, but these systems leave a great deal to be desired, and are a fertile area for further research.

One additional consideration that can complicate matters is the proprietary nature of many models. If a company is too transparent, an adversary may find it easier to reverse engineer their model. This gives rise to the open problem of how to reveal information to customer that they care about without revealing anything (or at least as little as possible) about the model used.

5 Validity

Far too often today, computer scientists, with the tools to hammer away at Big Data, arrive at conclusions that are invalid, for a variety of possible reasons. While few statisticians, at least consciously, will make these mistakes, we see them all the time in our intense desire to get meaning out of Big Data.

A basic problem with much of Big Data analysis is the Streetlight effect \[17\]. In traditional analysis, data are collected for the explicit purpose of interest. There is a notion of completeness, or sample representativeness. With Big Data, most of the data we work with are repurposed – they may have been created for some purpose, but are used to throw light on some other purpose. For example, tweets have become an important source of data for many analyses (cf. \[18\]). Yet, we know that people with Twitter accounts are not representative of the population, and even among them, the actual tweets may not be representative sample of what they think. (E.g. I may have a clear preference for a presidential candidate, but may choose not to tweet about it).

Another problem with Big Data is that we often find patterns without understanding why. However, we know that correlation does not imply causality. What this means is that we can have a small change in the environment or the system being characterized, and this can be enough to cause any algorithmic deduction to fail. Perhaps the best known example of this problem is Google Flu \[19\].

Another potential problem with Big Data is that there often are a very large number of attributes or features that can be derived. Given enough possibilities, there are likely to be a few features that just happen to be correlated with the result we are trying to predict. Statisticians know this as the multiple hypothesis testing problem. Given a finite set of hypotheses, there are statistical techniques to correct for their multiplicity, but these are not often used by Big Data practitioners. Furthermore, large data sets help to ameliorate this problem by reducing the probability of chance correlations. But we often do not have a finite set of hypotheses, or at least not a count of them. The reason is that there are so many different ways in which models can be set up, data can be prepared, and features can be selected. It is commonplace to perform exploratory data analysis first to develop hypotheses, which are then tested on the very same data. Furthermore, these hypotheses, or prediction models, are sometimes iteratively tuned, compounding the difficulty. The consequence is that when we think we have learned something from Big Data, we actually may or may not have learned something that’s true.
6 Fairness

People who work with data will often insist that they are just doing what the data tells them: that they are completely neutral and merely exposing the truths in the data they analyzed. Unfortunately, this is never the case. Data scientists make a myriad choices when constructing a model, and these choices can reflect unstated assumptions and unconscious biases even when the data scientist is trying her best to be neutral. Furthermore, there are additional choices to be made in the data collected, the population sampled, the attributes examined, and even the way the results are presented. [20]

There have recently been numerous accounts in the press about data-driven discrimination. [22, 23]. As there is growing recognition of these issues, a small sub-community has developed around issues of algorithmic fairness. There is now an annual workshop series on Fairness and Algorithmic Transparency in Machine Learning [21].

The first question, of course, is how we define fairness. All of us, at one time or another, have complained about how life is unfair. If algorithms are to be fair, we have to capture this subjective notion as a mathematical constraint. One simple notion is to require that algorithms not explicitly consider sensitive attributes, such as race or sex. In fact, there usually are laws preventing such consideration.

However, this notion is far too minimal. Even before we had Big Data, we had the concept of surrogate attributes used for redlining. When lenders were prevented from discriminating on the grounds of race, they began to discriminate based on zip code, which could serve as a proxy for race in a segregated society. With Big Data, similar correlations can become much easier to find, and also much more subtle (for example, involving a combination of correlates, rather than just one). Even when the algorithm-designer has no desire to discriminate, the algorithm may learn correlations, and produce discriminatory results [22, 23].

A commonly adopted notion of fairness, at the individual level, is that any two individuals with similar final outcomes get treated similarly. For example, if we predict something about creditworthiness or employee performance, that these predictions are not systematically biased for particular values of a sensitive attribute, such as race.

Individual fairness is hard to measure, and hence hard to guarantee, even though there is good work on techniques to achieve it (cf. [24]). A much simpler notion of fairness is simply to look at outcomes. In the selected set, e.g. of people considered creditworthy or employable, is the distribution of values for a sensitive attribute, such as race, the same as in the population as a whole? This is the notion we have in mind when we use the term under-represented. The goal of affirmative action is increase the representation of under-represented groups. Algorithms can be designed to accomplish this, if desired.

The prevalent wisdom today is that fairness is a constraint that imposes a cost on algorithm performance. Mathematically, this may appear obvious. While this notion of constraint may be true for group fairness, further thought should make clear that individual fairness should not be a cost: we do want to make the best possible prediction for each individual, without regard to race, sex, etc. If we find that our algorithm output is consistently biased for any value of sensitive attribute, then we should be able to improve the algorithm by stratifying the population based on this sensitive attribute, and separately correcting for the bias in each stratum.

While individual notions of fairness are best dealt with through algorithm design, group notions of fairness are more difficult to handle purely within a scoring and classification algorithm. It would appear that we can profit from using set-oriented ideas commonly used in database management.

7 Diversity

Diversity is much lauded for the benefits it provides, in education settings, in work groups, and elsewhere [25]. If diversity is desired, then it can be worked into a dataset, or the algorithm, as a goal [26]. Just as with fairness, there are many different mathematical definitions of diversity: one has to choose the most appropriate
one for one’s particular circumstance. Irrespective of the specific definition chosen, we note that diversity is a group concept: diversity measures apply to a set and not to an individual item. The challenge is that most algorithms are scoring or labeling individuals, so it is not easy to introduce a desired property of the result set when determining score or label for an individual. In fact, even the definition of result set is not straightforward: for university admissions it may be the yearly batch, for a company hiring it may be a moving window over some period, and so on.

A completely different aspect of diversity to consider is that human decision-makers are usually diverse, while the same decision-making algorithms may be used widely. Given many independent human decision-makers, not all will make the same decision. For example, given the same set of candidates, different human experts will likely differ on the best choice. Also, given the same circumstances, different judges will likely impose somewhat different sentences for a crime. In contrast, copies of an algorithm will all behave identically. Understanding and managing this lack of diversity is important. In some cases, such as criminal sentencing, the greater standardization may even lead to benefits. However, in many situations we may actually prefer diversity. It is an open research question how to build this diversity into algorithm design. We may be able to draw inspiration from extensive existing work on diverse result sets for queries.

8 Social Impact

We live in a world that evolves. We need our algorithms to evolve with us. Unfortunately, our algorithms are trained on Big Data from the past. (We do not have a choice, since we do not have training data from the future). We use these past data to make decisions about the future. The unstated assumption is that the future will look like the past. When this is not true, dependence on algorithms can lead to ossification, where the algorithms, like old curmudgeons, are resisting change. For example, consider a company that puts into place new programs to make their workplace friendlier to women than it was in the past. Such a company is obviously looking to change its employee make up, increasing the number of women employees; yet, its Big Data driven employee success prediction algorithm working on past data, may depress hiring of women by scoring their potential for success in the old company rather than the one with the new programs in place.

Another aspect of Big Data to consider is that addressing Big Data problems requires big resources. In many cases, only big companies may be able to afford these resources. In consequence, the benefits of Big Data may flow only to a few, at the expense of smaller companies and individual citizens. These issues are not well characterized, but underlie much of the worry that many feel about Big Data [27]. But technological progress need not result in such concentration of power. For example, technological innovations such as cloud computing, have made unprecedented computing resources available to all. The field is open for innovation in this dimension. An initial beginning has been made by efforts such as [28].

9 Conclusions

As we consider humans in the Big Data loop, perhaps the most important dimension of Big Data we must address is Values. Big Data is a powerful force with huge impacts on society. These impacts can be both good and bad. We need to work to make sure we get as much of the good with as little of the bad as possible.

Towards this end, I have proposed a code of conduct, with two simple rules:

- Do not surprise. Of course, the result of analysis can be surprising. In fact, we often look for surprises. But the process itself should not be a surprise. An individual should not be surprised with the manner of analysis carried out with data about them.

- Own the outcome. As technologists, we cannot have blinders on and disavow responsibility for the data we manage, the results we produce by analyzing this data, or what others do with our Big Data results.
We must teach this code of conduct, and the ethical framework to follow it, to every student of Data Science. To assist the community to do this, I have prepared a modular online course [29] that is available on the web with a Creative Commons license. I encourage you to use material from it in your classes as appropriate.

We must also initiate a body of research into the responsible use of data, and the technologies that assist us in such responsible use. A recent workshop [30] has started to develop a community around this topic.

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, under grant IIS-1250880.
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Abstract

The first annual workshop “Human-in-the-Loop Data Analytics” (HILDA) was held on June 26, 2016 in association with ACM SIGMOD in San Francisco. The workshop sparked some excellent conversations between speakers and attendees from many disciplines spanning both industry and academia, and covered a variety of sub-themes related to human-in-the-loop data challenges.

1 Introduction

An often overlooked – but critical – part of the data management life cycle is the human-in-the-loop. The key focus of the HILDA workshop was to evaluate, understand, and improve the participation of humans in data management, with the eventual goal towards building optimized data management systems and techniques that treat humans as first-class citizens, alongside data. We aimed to bring together those in the database research community who are paying attention to the distinctive characteristics of people which impact the ways data management activities occur, and to reach out to other communities such as visualization, data mining, human-computer interaction as they grapple with data-related challenges.

HILDA 2016 accepted 16 papers [1] from 32 submissions. 8 of these were presented as longer talks, and others as short “taster” talks; all were also presented as posters. There were 53 registered participants and attendance reached over 90 at times during the workshop. There was a genuine buzz in the room with several great interactions, especially given the format where each session ended with a panel discussion among the presenters. We were very lucky to have two outstanding keynotes. Laura Haas (IBM Research) spoke about platforms for collaboration that have been built at the Accelerated Discovery Lab. These integrate information about people, data and tools, and support conversation as a metaphor for mixed-initiative interactions. Jeffrey Heer (University of Washington) spoke about declarative languages to describe (and thus allow automated generation and optimization of) data transformation and interactive presentation pipelines.

2 Research Themes

The presented papers spanned a multitude of facets of the HILDA theme, ranging from novel user interfaces, to infrastructural support for interactive analytics, to interactive data preparation.

User Interfaces: The usability of a data management system is hugely influenced by the nature of the interface...
through which the users perform tasks such as express their queries, define the schema, tune for performance, and observe results. A significant part of the design towards supporting interactive analytics involves innovation in the visualization infrastructure. A tool for recommending visualizations was presented, as well as visual interfaces for particular tasks such as provenance, cluster adjustment, and identification of exceptional cases in data curation. There was also interest in conversational interfaces where a data platform and one or more users work together over multiple data manipulation steps through a (restricted) natural language.

**Interactive Analytics:** A second theme discussed during the workshop was centered around the question of how to design database systems to achieve the interactivity of analytical tasks—a crucial component towards accelerating human involvement. Papers tackled three important areas to achieve this goal: co-design of database system internals, interfaces, and visualizations; enabling ad-hoc analytics over new data sources by avoiding expensive data preparation and indexing costs; working with machine learning models and results (e.g., trends) in an interactive fashion.

One critical point raised during the workshop was that while enabling interactivity enables better and more widespread use of advanced analytical tools, it also significantly increases the risk of making spurious discoveries. Therefore, quantifying the risk is of utmost importance for the next-generation of interactive data exploration systems.

**Data Cleaning, Extraction, and Labeling:** Another key area where the involvement of humans was highlighted was that of bringing data into a structured form for downstream processing. In contrast to traditional data ingestion where data pipelines are considered a “one-time” effort, there is a growing understanding that this is typically an iterative and interactive process. Issues such as iterative data cleaning, supervised extraction, and guided data preparation are becoming quite common. Beyond traditional databases methods towards enabling humans to programmatically label data in machine learning pipelines was also discussed.

### 3 Bridging Communities

One major success of the workshop was the bringing together of people from the visualization, human-computer interaction, data mining, and data management communities. We were fortunate to see presentations and participation from students, researchers, and industry representatives from outside core data management areas. The trans-disciplinary interest in the area is bolstered by the presence of complementary workshops, such as the “Data Systems for Interactive Analysis” workshop at IEEE VIS, and the “Interactive Data Exploration and Analytics” workshop at ACM SIGKDD.

**Industry Involvement:** HILDA 2016 was supported with sponsorship from diverse companies interested in this new area of data analytics: IBM, Paxata, Tableau, and Trifacta. We are especially grateful to Paxata for providing scholarships for seven students to attend the workshop and the SIGMOD conference. There was also a strong industry presence in the program committee, in the paper submissions, and in discussions in the room.

**Thoughts for the future:** We are happy to announce that the 2nd annual HILDA 2017 workshop will be held at ACM SIGMOD 2017 in Raleigh, NC, USA on May 14, 2017. We encourage submissions to the workshop. More information is available at the HILDA website, [http://hilda.io](http://hilda.io).
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